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Headmaster's

Message
I am very proud of the accomplishments of the boys this year. As on entire

student body they have demonstrated what it means to be Georgian. They

have set the bar to new heights and they have earned my deep admiration.

Royal St. George's College provides its students with some clearly defined

values - Manners Moketh Men; Respect, Responsibility. Voice.

Scientia Pietate - through knowledge and duty. It is my sincere hope that

they will continue to reflect upon these values to guide them in their

everyday lives and to become the kind of individuals who show compassion,

who con love, who respect others" differences, who show integrity, and

forgiveness, and the kind of individuals who are grateful. These are the

qualities that make a true Georgian.

Lastly. I would like to thank the faculty and staff for making our boys the

absolute priority. Throughout these pages, you will see many examples of

their commitment to providing o lasting experience for each Georgian.

Paul Oleary

Acting fHeodmaster
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Yearbook
Credits

Are yearbooks relevant anymore? ma

repeatedly through the production of this book. Today's students store and

share their memories in dramatically different ways than their predecessors:

through Facebook or on smart phones. In the digital era, what is the point of

This yearbook's lasting value is its permanence. At any time in the future you

will be able to pick up this book and reflect deeply on your time at RSGC.

as a student or as a staff member. The printed book offers the reader this

opportunity more than any other format. When you first get this book look

at it, but then pack it away carefully, so it will be there for you in the future.

Some thanks are in order: Daniel Gold Bersani unflappably completed most

of the service trip and outdoor education sections, plus a few other pages.

His assistance was invaluable. Emma Roche provided advice and moral

support when necessary. Mackenzie Norton and Daniel Jones sat through

multiple sessions learning the basics of Adobe Indesign

Tom Stevens took the majority of the photographs in this book. His unfailing

commitment to visually recording the daily life of St. George's is remarkable.

Colin Watson took many of the photographs of athletic events. His profes-

sional skill is evident in every picture. If you see a picture in here that you

took, thank you.

Terri Dietrich, our Friesen's rep, provided moral support through the entire

production process, even when we were terrifically behind. Her

encouragement and feedback were invaluable.

Many members of the staff provided assistance in numerous ways big and

small. You know who you are and you have my thanks.

Your editor



Route Map

OUTDOOR ED: 22 SCHOOL LIFE: 46

EVENTS: 8 TRIPS: 38 STUDENT LIFE: 68
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ATHLETICS: 86 STUDENTS: 116 AWARDS: 170

STAFF: 104 GRADS: 142
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Tretiak Visit
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Get Caught Reading
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MuUy Children's

Family Choir

Events 13



Carol

Service
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Mistletoe

Events 15



Guest
Speakers

Harvey (RSGC 771 David Young
Jan Wong
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An Evening
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Johnson
and. Friends
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Day
Confirmation
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Camp Wanakita
Grades 3 and 4
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Camp WanaJsLta
Grade 5
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Pinecrest
Grade 6
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Camp Wanakita
Grade 7
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Sailing Biking Canoeing

on Lake Ontario to Niagara Falls in Algonquin Park
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Writing
Zippo

by Jonathan Pepper

The relentless banging on the motel door thrashed hard in Tony Slate's ears Each tKjd rattled his errpt/ ^cod

harder than the one before until his eyes finally opened to the sight of his former bver, o btadt Gibson SG, ncv/ abardcred

in a pile of empty beer bottles and zip-lodes half-full of coke Tony closed his eyes The souid o( splintering wood reploced

the banging, and the thud of tfie broken door collapsing to the ground replaced that. Kip Kearny walced into ttie room He

was wearing his block cowboy boots; tfie same boots that stomped Jim Morrison down when Kip oau^ him sleeping with he

girlfriend These were Kip's rocker boots, his oss-kicking boots, end Tony just happened to have mucked up their new 4ve
It was 1:35 AM in Denver, Colorado and the fans tfrat showed up to the concert hod bft hoirs ago, msotistea

and angry. The band didn't ploy because Tony hadn't shown up. He hod started drirJcing at seven o'clock. By ten he'd gotter

into the coke and was now riding the wave of one tremendous crash in the dingy room of a Motel 6. His empty face kjy fiar

on the desk, hands dangling between his legs In the doorway stood Kip, looking like o madrrKin, fists shdeing with rage He

marched right up to the limp body of the rock legend yanked up his head by his long brown hair, and kicked h«n right in the

face, knocking him to the floor. Something along the lines of "Wud theh fack monr dribbled from Tony's rrojth IJce the blooa

from his broken nose.

"Where the hell were you?" said Kip. "We fiod a gig tonight, remember?" The saliva from Kip's mouth peppered

Tony's face like a barrage of lyrical bullets, "You used to be the front man, the star What happened, man? I wont the old Ton-/

bock, the one who cared more about thie music ond less obout the image The girls, tfie drugs, the money, they never redly rrcr-

tered. Sure they're great, but you take it to a whole new level!"

Tony fioisted himself from the floor to the bed, sitting awkwardly with his left hand holding up his weight while the other rofea

up the sleeve of his stained collared shirt There was the tattoo, tfie physical representation of the band's spirit. All fou" members

fiad one It was simple picture of a block Zippo lighter with a skull and cross bones in silver on its front. From the top out-

stretched an orange and blue flame in the form of a fist Thie words Dead Time, thie name of their bond were written ri bold

along the lighter's edge,

"Who do you think you ore?" said Tony as hie pinched his nose and sniffed up what remaired of the white povjoer

on his mustache "Who are you to tell me whiat to do? You're only tfie drummerl"

"You're the one who didn't show up to the Goddamn gig! And that tattoo on your arm: does it even mean any-

thing to you anymore? We all got it so when we drifted too for from our purpose, we could find oo" way back. You reea to

do just that, Tony

"

"Oh you mean this piece of crop? I plan on getting it removed because it's so bleeding stupid! It doesn't mean

anything, never did. It's just a Zippo"

Something in Kip's fiead snapped He tweaked his head ever so slightly to the side and narrowed his eyes stcrng

directly into Tony's He took a deep breath and walked over to the ashtray on the counter beside the TV where o cgcrette

sat smoldering. Kip's gaze was fixed on Tony He picked up the cigarette, walked over to Tony and bent over resting his tett

hand on his knee. His face was only inches from Tony's. Kip took a long, deep drag of the dart, and without blinking jabbed its

red-hot end into Tony's forearm, right in the center of the Zippo, melting the inked-up skin beneath it. Tony bt out or agomzing

yell and seized his forearm with his hand, releasing horrible gurgling sounds from deep within his diaphragm

"What is wrong with you?" screamed Tony, looking up at Kip.

"That burn on your tattoo will remind you of how you've scarred the name of the band that you used to bve; .A5 or

now, you ore no longer o member of Dead Time"

Kip dropjDed the cigarette to carpeted floor turned his back to Tony and morched off through the doorway into

the night, Tony's mind was blank. Absolutely no thoughts flowed through its shallow course. All he could do was store at the

ceiling fan, spinning round and around.

(
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Tattooed

by Ben Kerr, Grade 12

It was a cold damp day in early October and Morty was on the bus home from a class

trip to the Holocaust museum in North Toronto- He gazed out the window of the cheese wagon as

he watched the odd raindrop run its course; they looked like thin slivers of clear gel. The rain was too

light and the bus was moving too fast for the raindrops to build up and stream across

"Marty"

"Huh?"

"Come-on man, what do you think?" Jeremy asked, "Jessica Alba, or Eva Mendes?"

"Both" Marty said simply as the other boys took m what he said, processing the thought

of being with one or both of tfrase women.

Marty was in Grade 12 at Crescent Boys School His father was a lawyer wfx3 did fairly

well for himself ond his mother worked for Rogers Communications: Marty wasn't sure what they

wanted him to do or where to go to university. But he did know that tfiey wanted him to find a well-

raised nice, Jewish girl Being a reformed Jew, Marty did not hove to pray before every meal or

conform to a strict dress code and follow many of the conservative teachings of his faith but his family

did celebrate the major holidays and follow traditional customs that came along with them.

His grandfather was born in Poland and had come from o wealthy Jewish family When

WWII broke out, he was sent to Dacfrau work camp where he endured extreme deprivation ond

torture Whenever tfie war come up in conversation he fell silent, detaching himself for weeks at a

time Allied soldiers had rescued him when \he war was finished and he'd immigrated to Canada with

nothing His number II9283I still remained imprinted on his right forearm. He remarried shortly after

coming to Canada and became a father in his late fifties.

After returning to scfxxjl tfxit day from tfie Holocaust museum, Marty kept to himself

and thought about the first time tie sow the faded number written in black ink on his grandfatfier's

forearm,

"What ore you up to tonight?" Jeremy asked pulling Marty out of a doze for the second

time that doy

"Not quite sure yet, probably (ust staying in"

Tfiey started to walk towards the student parking lot.

"You should come out Hilary is having a jam" Jeremy said insinuating alcofral, "I don't

know I'll get bock to you. I fiave to get going, tfxjugh, 1 want to get this Writer's Craft piece done

before the weekend" Marty sighed,

"Alright well give me a call later if you're coming and we'll pre"

Jeremy drove away and Marty was left standing beside his Mercedes C class, which

his mother hod lent him for tfie day as she had stayed home sick Driving home Marty passed by o

tattoo parlor He motioned his hond up to his neck and found the chain of his gold necklace. It was

tucked underneath the collar of his white shirt and, as he ran his fingers down tfie links feeling tfie

metal warmed by his skin, fie began to pull it out. At thie end hung a thin golden Star of David.

"It would be like a tribute to him," he thought to himself

He turned onto a side street, pulled up to the curb and put the car into pork. He got out

and started walking towards Bathurst Street, knowing full well what fie was about to do. A bell

chimed as he opened the sfiop door. He cautiously stepped into the neon-faced shop, like a wary

dog entering o new frame for tfie first time. It was lined from wall to wall with examples of tattoos

protected behind gloss casings It fiod o small seating area at tfie front with a magazine cluttered

coffee table with lour binders full of more tattoos At the counter sat on overweight man wearing a

wife beater He fiod greasy unwosfied tioir pulled bock into a long ponytoil. his elbows on the table

OS he read an issue of X-Men.

"I'd like to get a tattoo pleose" Marty said in tfie lowest natural tone he could.

"Can I see some i.d.?" the man replied.

Marty hod been in this situation mony times before He casually readied into his bock

right pocket and pulled out his wallet. From the front fie pulled out an identification cord from

Manitoba with his name and a fake address on it. He fianded it to tfie man at the counter ond

watched as he stared at it, holding it up to the light. Marty held his breath and he felt his fieart start

to race. The man fianded it back. Marty loosened with relief.

"Wfiat are you looking to get?"

Marty pulled out his necklace "The Star of David on my left pec"

Tfie man looked at Marty's necklace for o minute studying tfie points so that fie could

fiove an idea of flow to ink the tattoo.

Marty was waiting patiently in a black leather cfiair near tfie back of the store for the

process to start. He had his white dress shirt unbuttoned so tfiot his cfiest was exposed to tfie cool air

of the room. Tfie large man appeared from t)ehind a wall and pulled up a fxickless computer cfiair.

He pulled a metal troy table that housed various tattoo needles and inks towards him Marty took a

deep breath and biegon to feel the worst pom he'd ever felt

Three weeks had passed since Marty got the Star of David tattooed on his chest. His

entire grade had known about it. His brother fiad seen it while Marty was putting on a tee shirt;

Marty fiad diffused his brother Andrew immediately by threatening to put his face through a wall

if he said anything. He fiadn't told his parents yet and planned on showing tfiem when he showed it

to his grandfather at the dinner his parents were having on the weekend. He didn't know how his

grandfather was going to react, whether fie was going to be appreciative of tfie tribute to him or if

fie was going to go into a shock when he saw it bringing frarrid memories bock

Dinner that night was no different than any other, Marty sat across from his grandfather

who as always was seated near his father at the fieod of the table,

"Martin, Don't play with your food" His motfier only used his full name wfien she was

onnoyed-

"Now is OS good a time as ever" fie thought to himself

"Mom, Dad" he paused "Grandpa. I have something I need to tell... to show you."

Slowly he unbuttoned his shirt and as the sun rising in the morning slowly, the block ink

revealed itself timid at first and then emanating in full glow off his chest His mother dropped her fork.

His father's face went red with anger. But what surprised Marty was when he looked

at his grandfather. There were tears in his eyes, welling up giving them a sparkle. He got up from

his seat and walked around the table towards Marty with his eyes glued to his grandson's tattoo.

Marty pulled his chair out and turned as his grandfather approached and a step owoy his grandfa-

ther dropped to his knees grasping on to Marty's arms catching him as fie moved downwards

"Martin" he said in a whisper "Promise you will always keep it close to your heart"

Marty looked at him and with relief and with o new strength in his voice he replied, "I

promise"
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Running

by David Perl

How long he had been running for, even Samuel was unsure. His throat was dry and sore and every time he

swollowed what little saliva his mouth could generate it stung his esophagus. He was light headed now, his vision blurring and

he could barely see He'd been running for longer than he'd ever remembered, with the possible exception of when he first tried

to outrun the low, nearly twenty-five yeors ago He felt his body grow tired and weightless, his fingers numbing, first at their

tips, then down to the centre of his palms His thighs burned and demanded he stop and prop himself against the scarred,

concrete wall He knew o rest, even for a moment, was completely out of the question as the sound of a screaming alarm

called out for his name somewhere for behind him and motivated him to push his heavy legs beyond their breaking point

As he ran he gazed down at the prison identification tattoo, loser etched in dork blue on his upper arm. He remembered the

pain that ran through the nerves of his arm and the smell of burnt flesh and singed hair as the machine moved at light speed

and branded his bicep Tfie mark of a murderer It consisted of a barcode nearly an inch long, mode up of bars ranging in

different widths, from pencil point thin, to magic marker thick Above the borcode wos the prison's name. Novo Prospect, below

it was the prison's symtxil, a triangle with a circle placed in its centre and the initiols 'NP inside Beside the symbol wos the

letter P followed by the number 105 347, Ever since day one of lock up he hod the number memorized and would mumble it

under his breath before falling asleep on the thin hard mattress Underneath the number was the letter C followed by another

number twenty-four-A, his cellblock

Samuel hated the bronding that reminded him of his post crimes and the sins he could never hide from On some

days he would find himself sitting on his mattress, staring dumbly at the barcode for hours on end, as if in o trance The first thing

he was going to do the moment he was free wos remove the damned thing from his arm He was willing to carve it out of his

skin with a sharp ob|ect, if necessary,

Samuel was surprised when he found himself still barreling down the dimly lit maintenance corridor, which now

seemed to close in on him. It got narrower and narrower as he made his way to where fie presumed on exit would be. Faded

blue, crusty paint chips peeled from the cinderblock wall as his sfx3ulders scraped against it, resulting in a Hansel and Gretel

breadcrumb path fie left behind. His forty-four year old body was reaching its limit, his heart felt as though it would explode

through his cfiest; fie began to leon into the wall as he ran, creating the irritating sound of hundreds of paint chips being ripped

from their place and sent flickering to the ground Only moments loter his bare shoulder and upper arm were raw. At least

now the barcode was obscurred. He tieard shouts behind him and then the prison's announcement system obnoxiously spoke

out in a calm, robotic voice, that spoke in fragments, "Attention, code: pressure, sword, neutralize in effect Nova Prospekt units

dispatch to rrraintenonce and storage sublevels Intercept and prosecute perimeter violator and report containment status"

Samuel mode it to tfie end of the corridor just as he tfiought tfie walls would swallow him up A grin inched its way

across his narrow face when only seconds earlier fie thought he was going to cough up a lung. At the end of the dilapidated

corridor an exit sign flickered and only a few feet away was a dented, red fire escape door, a sliver window ran down its

centre, Samuel forced himself to an abrupt stop and wabbled up to the door on |elly legs He took a moment to peek through

the window and make o guess as to where his escape would take him next. He pushed hard on the door's stiff push plate

and cringed as he imagined on alarm alerting even more guards of his location. None sounded and now Samuel found himself

outside on on expansive asphalt tarmac that stretched out in o sea of black until it hit a ten-foot high, heavy, drain linked fence

crested with barbed wire that ran around the prison's perimeter,

Tfie sky was unpromising and sinister looking grey clouds, swollen with rain, blocked out tfie sun, A light mist sprinkled

down on the tarmac, making his skin shine and causing the blue paint to dissolve, revealing his tattoo once more. He glared at

it momentarily before tearing a loose section from the leg of his faded jumpsuit and wrapping it around his arm. Beyond the

fence was o wasteland Barren plains with little to no vegetation, ground just about sucked dry of moisture with deep fissures

running through the topsoil and stunted skeletal trees that reached to the heavens with twisted, gnarled branches surrounded

him ond continued out tfie horizon No matter fiow dismal and appalling the outside world looked, he still had to get over the

fence and out of the confines of Novo Pros|Dekt,

"Attention malignant, you ore convicted of multi-onticivil violations. Failure to cooperate with Novo Prospekt units will

result in permanent relocation or termination," the robotic voice stated over tfie sound of more screaming olorms, Samuel noticed

a parade of guards saomble aaoss the raised, metal catwalks of the prison their heavy boots clanging on the platforms shook

his eordrums. He was surrounded. It was now or never

Sean Fielding, Grade 6

Sean Trevor, Grade 6

Mattliew Cullen, Grade 6
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Visual

Art

Stewart Bell, Grade 5 Nick Cullen, Grade 8

Sam Boughn, Grade 5 Kris Zee, Grade Matthew Whittier, Grade 8
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Jamie Stephenson-Smith, Grade 4 Sebastian Holt, Grade 7 Kian Majlessi, Grade 6

Liam Briggs, Grade 4 Will Graham, Grade 5 Sam Rusica, Grade 8
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Cam Lawrence, Grade 9 Jaipal Singh, Grade 12 Jack Gettings, Grade 11

Reid Plaxton , Grade 9
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Chris Coraparey, Grade 12 Michael Dawson, Grade 12
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Chris Newton Director

Cotton Creber Assistant Director

Daniel Gold Bersani Technical Director

Isaac Chen Stage Manager

KjellPladsen Lights

Michael Holman Sound

Ross Laewen Srobe Light

James Durham Twitterist

Mackenzie Horfon Projectionist

Spencer Barton Talent Scout

Noah Perlmutar Props

Flora Yee Costumes

Pamela Reid-McKay Choreography

Doug Jamieson Vocal Coach

Kirsten Uhre Makeup

Michael lemonski Prirce

Anthony Mariano Sampson

Will Hunter Giorgio

Rudro Chd<rabarti Gregory

Evan Luke Abraham/Musician/Apotfoccry

Alex Nairne Benvolio

Andrew Burt Tybalt

Grace Rooke Lady Capulet

David Perl Capulet

Daniel Gold Bersani Montague

Peter Hucal Romeo

Colton Creber Paris

Kari Teicher Juliet

Nick Medline Mercutio

Sam Dyson Musician

Alen Worsoff Singer

Hutch Hoffman Balthasor

Trent Bickley Friar Laurence

Man Tuna

Alen Worsoff Vocals

Sam Dyson Guitar

Andrew Burt Boss

Evan Luke Drums
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Band Trip to Germany



Choir
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Chapel

Father John Hodgins, Chaplin Dr Giles Bryant, Organist

Douglas Jomieson, Director of

Choral Music

Michael Bless, Organist

62 The Georgian

Jesse Parker, RSGC -Ql

Seminarian

Matt Adams Youth Works

Dr John Meehon S.J.. Historian Dr. Eric A. Pierre

Haitian Consul





Academics

WSBiM



Grade 9 Olympic Project
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Youth &? Philanthropy Initiative
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Class

Visits
UK Law Professor Stephanie

Kaye visits Dr. Leatcli's Grade

RSGC old boys visit Grade 9

Careers class to offer career

advice.

Sir Nicholas Bonsar, retired

British MP and former Cabinet

Minister, visits Dr. Leatch's

Grade 12 World History class.
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House Captains

Clockwise from top left:

Canterbury.

Mackenzie Rich, Sam Reznick

Westminsfer. Thomas Hull,

Arshia Hayat-Davoudi

Winchester. Daniel Gold Bersani,

Colin White-Dzuro

York: Andrew Irwin, Duncan Brown

Ji, Wright House Trophy winner 2009/10:

Westminster
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Duke of Edinburgh Program
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student

Leadership

Retreat
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Rock Climbing



Boxing Club
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Club
At the start of the year we had a large push to grow the numbers of the Environment

Club, and we successfully grew to have the largest environment club RSGC has ever

seen. We started off the year by hosting our first RSGC Green Day on tfie lost Friday

of October. This Green Day included, a reduced driving day, a litterless lunch, an

environmental movie shown in Ketchum Hall, and light pollution reduction. We did our

best to continue the Green Day's on the last Friday of every month and successfully

hosted five Green Days over the year. We also had a very successful bake sale to raise

money to adopt a chimp in Africa through the Chimp Guardian program run by the

Jane Goodall Institute,

The Environment Club's climax of the year was all our work to put together on extremely

successful Earth Day on April 22nd. Not only did we include the regular activities of a

Green Day. but we were able to host the school's first ever bring your plant to school

day. and successfully sold 15 plants which were mode into an Earth Day garden. Also on

Earth Day several students and staff showed their support of the environment and earth

by replacing on item of their regular uniform with a green article of clothing.

The 2009-2010 Environment Club was a large success in raising awareness and saving

the earth. We gave our best efforts to make every ones living space better, and had fun

while doing so!

Sincerely

Chris Comparey

f^eod of Environment Club 2010

Chris Comparey, Kiyo Campbell, Richard Hogarth, Charles Lailey, Peter Ng, Kourosh

Adeli, Alex Ferguson, Cooper Gluek, Kenny Taylor, Alex Cooper, Andrew Mok, Kyle

Kim, Tim Lee, Colin White-Dzuro, Thompson Gorrow, Scott Mitchell, Mitch Roper,

Matthew Raymond

Student Life



Reach for Speaking DJ Scratch

the Top Union & Games

The Speaking Union comprised 40 boys in the 2009-

2010 school year.

Its activities included an infonnal house league debate

held every Monday at lunchtime. In third term, the two houses

with the highest scores competed for a trophy and a best speaker

award. The 2009-2010 winners were Nick Medline and Blake

Lee-Whiting from Canterbury.

As inembers of the Fulford Debate League (with 20

other Ontario independent schools) RSGC sends two teams

to each of three debating tournaments held at various member
schools over the course of the school year.
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Next Stop...

ATHLETICS
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Senior: Mr. Griffin, Mr. Vivares, Nick Perry, Connor Neve, Leo Hicks,

Adrian Steen, Cfias Beafty, Alex Marks, Micfiael Diplock, Richard

Hogarthi, Adam Penn, Noafi Perlmutar, Logan Sample, Arshia

LHayat-Dovoudi, Mr. Fowler, Ben Mason.

Conor Farrow, Graham Muncaster, Ryan Lapschies, Mackenzie Rich,

Kaiden Bogler, Noah Stanton, Milan Havlin.

LJ16: Mr. Evans, Will Phillips, Derek Woods, Nice Arntsen, Trent Bickley,

Owen Burry, Colin Mclntyre, Noah Luder, Luca Sedran, Reid Plaxton,

Liam Norton, Alex Diplock, Mr. Darvasi.

Travis MocKay, Anthony Rhondina, Reid Kerr Keller, Sho Miller, James

Sharpe, Cam Bellamy, Nick Bobn, Alex Cleveland, Ellas Blahocek,

Patrick Ouoggin-Smith.
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U16 and Senior Volleybol

U16: Mr. Algarvlo, Oliver Wookey, Jonathan Squibb, Alec Tulett, lam Bryant,

Bloke Lee-Whiting, Scott Knowles, Mr. Oleary, Michael Holman, Bradley

Walker, Duncan Clokie, Kjell Plodsen Morgan Byrne, Thomas Trusler,

Ian Harbell, Shervin Pourvakil

The Georgian
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Cross Country

Cam Aziz, Evan

Boften-Cotte, Julian

Caldwell, Kiyo Campbell,

Braden Clokle, Chris

Comparey, Jock Hill,

Andrew Irwin, Lakshoy

Khafter, Greg McDonald,

Derek

Mollenhauer, Jonathan

Pepper, Michael Richmond,

Mitch Roper, Bradley

Shafran, James Tremayne,

John Wilson, Mao
Yamanaka Coaches: Mr.

Enfield, Ms. Ennis, Mr.

Fitzpatrick, Dr. Newton

J^^ 1^. .-•
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Track and Field

Trent Bickley, Braden Cloke,

Stephen Greene, Ion

Horbell, Mock Horton, Colin

Mclntyre, Scott Mitchell,

Derek Mollenhauer, Harrison

Rea, Mitch Roper, Stefan

Santcguida, James

Tremayne, Coaches: Ms. En-

nis, Mr. Fitzpatrick, Ms. Uhre
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Senior Hockey
Chas Beatty, Will Bryant, Aaron Carr, Braden Clokie

Denis Evans, Owen Evans, James Fleetham, Michael

Greey, Milan Havlin, Leo Hicks, Thomas Hull, Andrew Irwin,

Brandon Jones, David Luder, Alex Marks, Colin Mathers,

J,D. Murray, Andrew Nullmeyer, Adam Penn, Nick Perry,

Ethan Yaphe

Coaches: Mr. Donnelly, Mr. Spacie

1 1

'^#<
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U16 Hockey
Tyler Allen, Elias Bbhacek, Josh Bloke, Owen Burry, Nick

Compney, Harris Casper, Thompson Garrow, Marshall

Honmer, Liam Horton, Hunter Jackson, Noah Luder, Kevin

McCarthy, Ben McLaughlin, Rob Mosley, Kiefer Robert-

son, Michael Saunders, Mocallum Tepsich, Alec Tulett

Coaches: Dr. Leatch
, Mr. Oleary
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Skiing

Level 2: Cam Bellamy, Fraser Bruce, Gordon Bruce, Morgan Bryne, Alex Cooper, Devin Gordc

Jack Hill, Charles Loiley, Ben Mason, Greg McDonald, Jeff Sisam, Thomas Truster

.evel 1: Com Alonso, Evan Brown, James Durham, Reid Kerr Keller, Com Lawrence, Thomas

\Aurphy

loaches: Ms. Girvan and Ms. Gledhill
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Basketball U16A: Nico Arntsen, Sam Calderone, Duncan Clokie, Zach

Crooks, John Dashwood, Alex Diplock, Jakson Inwentash, Blake Lee-Whiting,

Luke Mello, James Sharpe, Jonathan Squibb, John Wilson, Derek Woods

Basketball U16B: Jamie Cordy, Pot Coffey, Luke fJoover, Ion Johnston,

Donald Lau, Kevin McLofferty, Will Phillips, Reid Ploxton, Shervin Pourvokil,

Patrick Quaggin-Smith, Anthony Rondina, James Tremayne

Senior: Chris Cordy, Michael Diplock, Nick Medline, Jock Murphy, Noah

Perlmutor, Sam Rezick, Mackenzie Rich, Stewart Roulston, Alex Schwoss.

Logan Semple, Bradley Shofron, Jaipal Singh, Colin Stitt, Wilson Waterman,

Colin White-Dzuro

Athletics S



Senior Rugby

Chas Beatty, Kiyo Campbell, Chris Comparey

Callan Convery, Rylie Cook, Mike Diplock, Conor

Farrow, Michael Greey, Will Guest, Milan Havlin, Arshio Hayat-

Davoudi, Richard Hogarth, Ben Kerr, Lakshay Khatter, Courtlond

Livesley-Jomes, David Luder, Brian MacNicol, Alex Marks, Sam

Morse, Jack Murphy. Slater Nowers, Connor O'Hearn, Adam

Penn, Jonathan Pepper, Noah Perlmutar,

Mackenzie Rich, Alex

Schwoss, Logan Sample, Wilson Waterman.

Coaches: Mr. Sorellas, Mr. Donnelly, Haddon Murray ("031.

U16 Rugby

Nico Arntsen, Evan Batten-Cotte, Matthew Black, Bloke Bi

Evan Brown, Connor Browne, Graeme

Buchanan, Harris Casper, Duncan Clokie, Patrick

Coffey, Brendan Farrow, Devin Gordon, George,

Graham, Reid Kerr Keller, Andrew Krausz, Blake Lee-Whiting,

Noah Luder, Travis Mackay, Wyllie Malcolm, David McAnoy,

Kevin McCarthy, Mike McLafferty, Rob Mosley, Thomas Murphy

Will Phillips, Eric Purkis, Michael Saunders, Boyd Sommerville,

Stuart Sylvester. Thomas Trusler, Alex Wilson, Derek Woods,

Oliver Wookey. Coaches: Dr. Leatch, Mr. Farrar.
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Gor

Junior: Tyler Allen, Owen Burry, Marshall

Honmer, Luke Hoover, Luke Stein.

Senior: Nick D'Alessandro, Brandon Jones,

Kevin McLafferty, Blake Meiklejohn, J.D.

Murray, Marshall Porter, Coach: Mr. Schr(

der.

Badminton

U16: Nick Balan, Elios Blahacek, Isaac Chien, Alex Cleveland, John Dashwood, Thompson

Garrov^, Jack Hill, Michael Holman, Liam Horton, Scott Knowles, Michael Kryshtalskyj,

Drew Maione, Scott Mitchell, Reid Pbxton, Patrick Quaggin-Smith, Matthew Raymond,

James Sharpe, Mocallum Tepsich, Bradley Walker, Julian Wookey, Mao Yamanaka

Senior: Andrew Bollefer, A.J. Buchanan, Tim Connell, Ian Cook, Michael Dawson, Cooper

Gluek, Jack Hall, Thomas Hull, Juhan Kim, Kyle Kim, Alex Musgrove, James Ratcliffe, James

Sharpe, Adrian Steen. Coaches: Mr. Doerksen, Mr. Evans.
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Baseball
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Ryan Connacher, Ms. Gryfe-Seeley, Jack Keilty, Sam Reznick, Will Bryant, Leo

Hicks, Alex Kim, Tristan Bogler, Ben Mason, Julian Caldwell, Andrew Burt, Dr.

Newton.

Thomas Misztela, Nick Medline, Alex Ferguson, Will Sharpe, Colin White-Dzuro

James Reble, Ethan Yophe, Jeff Sisam.
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Paul O'Leary, Headmaster Catherine Kirkbnd, Head of the Junior School Dr. James Leatch, Head of the Senior School
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Mark Ackley, Director of Athletics Scott Ackley. Supply koren Afheldt, Operations Manager Olen Algorvio Grade 8 Jocquie Baby, Junior School Admmstrata

Haelie Baird Lab Tech/Mathematics Wayne Bibby Grade Jennifer Bonetta French Pichord Bubb Maintenance Christine Buchanan Dragon's Lair Manoge'

Simon Cam Information Tedrology Michelle Carter Library Technician Fiona Cooper, Alumni and Advancement Chris D'Arcy, Computer Science

108 The Georgian

Paul Dorvosi, English
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Rachel DeBlois, French Gerry Doerksen, Mathematics Jomes Donnelly, Business Jeff Enfield, Science Katherine Ennis, Geography

John Evans, Physical Education Keith Farrar. History David Fitzpotrick Dean of Students Kelley Fitzpotrick, Grade 3 Sherry Fitzpotrick, Senior School Admin

Charles Fowler, Head of I.T. Marc Fowler Science Jonathan Francis, Housekeeping Elden Fulton, Logistics Officer Julie Girvan, Science
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Ashleigh Gledhill, French Miguel Gomez Maintenance Steve Griffin Headmaster Catfiie Gryfe-Seeley Spanisfi Nadya Habib Grade 4

Jofin Hodgins, Chaplain Dale Hume, Maintenance Tim Mutton, Teacher-Librarian Doug Jamieson, Director of Choral Music _orey Jongsma, Sous Cher

Andrea Kaye, Social Worker Jay Keorsey Grade 5 Rickesh Kotecha, Mathematics and Business Sandra Lanigan, Student Success Coach David Lee Director of Ao\c-.^e-
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Jonathan Lofft Archivist Sean Loucks, After Care Anna Magor, Curriculum Coach Nubio Malagon, Housekeeping Gory Martin, Music

John Mazurek, Grade 7 Laura McPhedran, Student Support Mardi Michels, French David Miller Judo Evelyn Miller English

Jaime Morales, Housekeeping Supervisor Chris Newton, English and Dr( Toni Nosworthy, Admissions Lori O'Leary Communications
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Aaron Pa/r«;; kilonnatiori iecHnolcgy Jo'iecr 'reofcyi' :,-upply Irevor Pepper Kitchen Manoharon Ponniah Housekeeping I \ivt.' KVinhn I 'L'ogrophy

J J.„</««««««l!v ^^_,

Morns Reid Classical Civilizotit Brian Robinson, Grade 6 Emma Roche, Community Service Torin Rumball, Information Technology Uianne Ryan, Headmaster's Assrilnni

Peter Sorellas. Physical Educaticx^ Don Schroder. Mathierrxjtics jn. Mathematics Sandra Skinner, Bursar Janet Somerville, English
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Phil Spacie Science Janet Stephenson, Student Support Tom Stevens. Director of Admissions Adrian Thornbury, Physical Education Emilie Toguri. Visual Art

Stefonie Turner Groc Kirsfen Uhre, English and Drama Rubin Ungab, Housekeeping Nick Von Herk, University Counselling Myles Vivores Visual Art

Tom Wade-West, Mu Ashley Warren, Advancement Andy Whiteley, Assistant Headmaster Kelly Yarrow '_,het Jorge Zorte Housekeeping
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Next Stop

STUDENTS
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u hree
James-David AAcDaniel, Peter Kirby,

Stefan Knezevic. Gavin Bell,

Ms, Fitzpotrick, James Crosslond (inset!

w'
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Bock row Llam Briggs, Ethan Peterson, Jeffrey

IrwinBroden Mortyn.

Arman Mojlessi, Michael Vassos, Sasa

Milosevic, Oliver Sabiston, Ms, Habib

Front rovi/: Charles Hacker, Daniel Hofer,

Nicholas Bethlenfaivy, Jamie Stephenson-Smith

Pierre-Christof Ascherl, Henry Moore, Rod

Behbahoni, Matthew Furnish, Brendan Lai,

Michael Goodman

Students 119



five
(Back Row) Sean Trevor, Andrew Leishman, Will Graham, Stewart Bell,

Oliver Hordinge, Broughon March

(Centre Row) Mr, Keorsey, Evan Casper, Laurent Bernier, Ethan

Maione, William Luxon, Hugo Hordinge, Jeffrey Hugessen, Evertt

Redfern, Aidon Turnbull, Pengrui Cai, Will Pearson

(Front Row) Jack Trachuk, Gilbert Chien, Liam Byrne, Cameron Meakin,

Patrick Bernhord, Owen Holland.

Absent: Sam Boughn (pictured ploying the trombone below)
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SIX
(Back Rowl Jason Low, Philip Wright, Sean Fielding, Christian Kelly, An-

drew Sarachman, Andrew Mills

ICentre Rowl Mr. Robinson, Marshall Woodside, Matthew Cullen, Kian

Majlessi, Jock Lewis, Evan Hogarth, Nicholas Ramsubick, Harrison Crooks

Front Rowl David Vassos, Ben Cherry, James Dulunoqio, Justin Yon,

Colton Smith

Absent: Joe Mottershead, Jon Ser

BHHHHfrV- ^^^_
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Seven B

Seven M

Back row: Brennan Chiu, Mitchell Kubos, Anthony Lisi, Ethan Ord. Samuel Glady Graham

Trusler, Gregory Batemon, Luke Fenton.

Middle row: Thomas Hillyer, Thor Tuer, Leo Bourgeois, Joshua Dimokokos, Lochlin Devir, Alex

Anagnoson, Declan McSweeney, Jackson Watts, Stuart Tremayne, Mr. Bibby.

Front row: Groydon Grant, Zachory Harrison, Evan Hickey, Nicolas Scime, Alec Peorce

31 .ap
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Bock row: Joe Dickson, Harrison Tepsich, Tommy Kirby, Simon Taylor Noah Wossermon, Roger

Friesen, Milo Macrae,

Middle row: Mr, Mazurek, Otis Moore, Joke Brett-Turner, Ato Ettehadieh, Myles Blumenthol,

Alex Spears, Ben Luder, Sebastian Holt, Robert Saunders, Jock Baker, Jackson Rigby.

Front row: Max Holzberg, Andrew Kim, Matviy Prokipchuk, Christopher Kitchen, Townsend

Jackson
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Eight A
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Bock row Shawn Wu, David Mollenhauer, Stefan Milosevic Oscar Bonacini, Sam Ruscica, Rhys Jones Alec

Bernhard, Reo Yomonoko

Middle row Dovid Kubos. Jomie McLaughlin, Josh Lee, Myles Roth Nid Cullen, Emmett Barker, Fielding Phillips,

Jack Hall, Marshall Hogarth, Mr Algarvia

First row: Jomes Royer, Wesley Knowles, Adrian Mah|Our Ryan Irwin, Mark Raboud

Back row Alec Switzman, Matthew Whittier George Dewort, Adam Aucoin Noah Letofsky Lorcon I .: -.'.._

Knstopher Zee Spencer Anderson

Middle row Ms Turner Michoel Dimmer, Connor Mulders Porker Simon. Thom Robson, Matthew Clark, Matthew
Simth Zoch Ringwood, Jason tonno

Front row Thaddeus Crooks, Ryon Holland, Matthew Overing, Ryan Mahpur, Lukas Heslip,

Absent Adam Newton
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Tyler Allen Justin Arbesman

iJlA. nine
Jlake Brinkhof Evan Brown Gordon Bruce Iain Bryant Graeme Buchanan

Owen Burry Conner Byrne Morgan Bryne Harris Casper Alex Cleveland

Thompson Garrow Devin Gordon Stephen Greene Joe Hall

Jacob
Davis -Tangredi

James Elder

Ian Harbell Alex Harper Jamie Hea:
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Daniel Jones
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Travis Mackay Drew Maione Greg Mallin Oliver Mann Colin Mclntyre Luke Mello Scott Mitchell

MMUiU s
Thomas Murphy Trevor Pendrith Raid Plaxton Shervin

Pourvakil

Patrick
Quaggin- Smith

Matthew Raymond Harrison Rea
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Kiefer Anthony Rondina
Robertson

Mitchell Roper Stefan Jamie Sarachman
Santaguida

Ethan Singal
Sokolowski

Jon Squibb Stuart
Sylvester

Leo Timmins Thomas Trusler Alec Tulett

Bradley Walker Alex Wilson Julian Wookey Oliver Wookey Jordan Yan
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Nico Arnsten Cameron Aziz Michael Evan Trent Bickley Matt Black Francis Blair

Baldanza Batten-Cotte

@S ten
Josh Blake James Bray Connor Browne Sam Calderone Nicholas

Campney

Qssn^
Jamie Cardy Isaac Chien Duncan Clokie Patrick Coffey James Crompton Zachary Crooks John Dashwood

^^^^^^
Graham Davies Alex Diplock James Durham crendan Farrow Julian Geneen George Graham Kit

Green Sanderson
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David McAnoy Kevin McCarthy

^

Marshall Hanmer Michael Holman Evan Moulding Jackson
Inwentash

Paul John Reid Kerr Scott Knowles
Keller

Andrew Krausz Matthew Blake
Lapinsky Lee-Whiting

Michael
Lemanski

Simon Liu Wyllie Malcolm Anthony Mariano

Kevin
McLaf f erty

Michael
McLaf ferty

Ben McLaughlin Sho Miller Rob Mosley

Tuan Nguyen Will Phillips Kjell Pladsen Eric Purkis Michael
Saunders

Luca Sedran James Sharpe

Students 13 3



S8
Boyd Somerville Luke Stein James Tremayne Louis Vassos Will Wareham Shane Wilder John Wilson

SS
Riley Wong Derek Woods Mao Yamanaka Alex Zhu
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13fS^
Spencer Barton Kaiden Bogler John Ross

Briggs
Duncan Brown Eraser Bruce AJ Buchanan Allan Cao

P^ ^B P^'^ 1^^
David Chadwick Braden Clokie Ryan Connacher Tim Connell Ian Cook

[Mi diJ [li^ [jM JMM
Alex Cooper Matthew Darcy Daniel James Fleetham Jack Gettings Daniel Jack Gross

Davidson-Kalmar Gold Bersani

eleven

^^S
Will Guest Hunter

Hauswirth
Milan Havlin Arshia

Hayat Davoudi
Tom Hull Andrew Irwin Lakshay Kharce-
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Juhan Kim

m^!2
Kyle Kim Ryan Lapschies Michael Latifi Tim Lee Ross Loewen Brian MacNicol

-./
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Ian Malcolm Jose Maldonado Ben Mason Colin Mathers Andrew

McConnell
Greg McDonald Nick Medline

Thomas Misztela Andrew Mok Sam Morse Graham Alex Musgrove
Muncaster

Andrew
Nullmeyer

Nick Perry

^^^ss^sas
iiues Ratcliffe Sam Reznick Mackenzie Rich Michael

Richmond
Doug Ross Stewart Gareth Ryan

Roulston

Students 137
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Colin Stitt John Strauss Alec Tory Cameron Colin

Wade Alonso White-Dzuro

S
Reuben Sagman Andrew Savory Alex Schwass Logan Semple Jeff Sisam Noah Stanton Adrian Steer.

Ethan Yaphe
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Next Stop.

GRADS
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Kourosh Adeli

Throughout my six-year journey at RSGC, I have

come to realize the great opportunity I have been

given. I have thoroughly enjoyed my stay at RSGC,
and will treasure my high school experience forever.

My great times and experiences would not have been

possible without the great generosity and support

from my parents. Mom. Dad I appreciate what you

have done for me and I thank you for putting me in

this environment. I am in debt to you both.

On the other hand my experience would have been

nothing without my fellow grads of 2010! I would

like to thank my teachers and advisors throughout

my high school career.

"You cannot be buried in obscurity: you are exposed

upon a grand theater to the view of the world. If your
actions are upright and benevolent, be assured they

will augment your power and happiness."

Cyrus the Great (c. 600 - 529 BC)

Patrick Allen Robbie Barnett-Kemnper Chas Beatty

The best grad quote is a short grad quote. These six It's been quite the year. There are just a couple thin:

years will be the best of my life and I know that the that I would like to say.

lessons I've learned here will prepare me for any-

thing I will face in the future. Thanks to all the teach- I first would like to thank my mom and dad for put-

ers that have given up so much for me. If there's

one thing I've learned, it's that RSGC stands stron

because of the people that have gone before,

We stand on the shoulders of siants.

ting me through school. I'm sorry it was so pricey

but I had a great time. Thank you for all the suppon

through the good times and the bad.

Second I will like to thank all the teachers and other

members of the school who helped me out/ maybe

my time enjoyable. I'd like to give a shout out to Mr
Schroder, Mr. Reid. Mr, Donnelly and DJL. Also

thanks to all my coaches over the jears. some of the

best times were had on the field/ice/courl.

Finally to all my boys. To the rugger team for two

awesome seasons. To Dick and Dip for lifting rocks

with me to get huge. To Denny and Dave for a little

puck inspiration. To skups for being skups and also

for all the guys out there who made high school a

good time. It has been quite the four years and 1 will

never forget them.

Now in classic words of the words of Wayne and

Garth "Party on Wayne, Party on Garth."



Tristan Bogler Andrew Bollefer Andrew Burt

Well, wlial can I say? Il's been four long years and

what do I have lo show for it? I've managed lo cheer

forlhe same learn, learned thai I can search Ihings on

wiklpedia. had a dial wllh some of Toronto's finest,

and even had a run in with a small rodent. To whoev-

er is reading this, this probably seems like a randoin

few things to say. But. lo a select group of people,

""se are some of the best times we've shared.

I came to RSOC a boy and now I'm leaving a man.

I have a lot of people to thank for that. Of course

my friends, who although give me a tough time

sonictinies, are guys I will never forget. My teachers,

who have somehow managed lo deal w ilh me for so

long, and have showed me a few things along the

way. Bui. most of all I'd like to thank my parents.

They put up with my less than stellar grades, my
hardlieaded altituile. and me for all these years. It

wasn't until now that I learned lo really appreciate it.

Thanks mom and dad.

Part of me is sad lo lea\ e R.SGC. but another part is

a'ady to move on to bigger and lietter things.

"May ihe best of your today's bo the worst of your

tomorrow's" - Jay-Z

C'lood Friends. Good Times. Goodbye.

Couldn't contain my lol/ How about that ride in.? Guess that's why they call it How the lime ; flown. High ;

high school, ha ha ha.

It has been a great four(ish) years at this school. Hav-

ing all of the great friends at Ihe school has made it

a breeze. Thanks to all of Ihe teachers for putting up

with us for so long. A special thanks to Mr. Donald

Schroder (The Don) for being a great advisor for all

of my years of high school.

To all of iny boys it was a fun and interesting trip.

All those weekends with you boys were probably

the best times of my life. Thanks: Adam. Slater,

Leo, Pat, Cardy. Bogler. Kim. Skip. Karl Marks, and

anyone el.se I didn't mention.

To all the coaches I had at Ihe school a special thanks

to Mr. Jiinmy Donnelly for coaching Ihe hockey

team. "I can'l decline penalties. This isn't football!"

Even though we only won a couple of games we at

least got a laugh out of it.

To my parents, thanks for giving me the chance lo

succeed at this school and for everything else that

you have done for ine.

Finally, my high school career has come to an end

and it was a beauty. There is only a couple words I

can think of for the years lo come....

"It's going to be legend... wait for it... dary!" - Bar-

ney Slinson (Neil Patrick Harris)

It seems like it was

)

Grade 7 classroom. 1

Not know ing a siiigl

first desk 1 saw . Al

home. Since I hen 1

1

friends and unbeliev

supported nie and he

as a person, ll isn't i

should give a shout i

cry sports team, anc

have acquired here

who I ain today. G

: been surrounded by caring

' helpfid teachers who have a

I me discover who 1 really an

e spent my high

;e's College. The

knowledge ai

lis school liavt

"You know what Ihe trouble about real li

There's no danger music." - Jim Carrey



Julian Caldwell Kiyo Campbell Chris Cardy Aaron Carr

As the late Shane McConkey once said, "'there's

nothing better than sliding down snow and flying

through the air".

My time at RSGC has had lots of sliding, but I have

also flown very far. My six years at RSGC have

taught me everything that I know and I cannot be-

lieve it is over. Without this school, I would not have

become the person I am today, and I will be proud to

be a Georgian for the rest of my life.

From our time at Ahmek, OFSAA with XC, the

hockey teams. Japan, baseball. BC. Whistler, and

some legendary weekends. I have had so many great

experiences with my classmates. After these four

years 1 can call all of you my biothers and I thank

you for everything you have done for me. You guys

are the best friends I could ever have.

I would like to especially thank my family, my
closest friends, the WHY BE, and Mr. Schroder. Mr.

D'Arcy. Ms Gledhill. Mr. Enfeild, Ms Uhre. Mine
Deblois and Mr. Fitz for always supporting me and

making high school the best four years of my life. 1

would also like to personally thank the Prefects - you
guys supported me when a lot of other people didn't

and 1 cannot thank you enough for everything you
have done for me. It was a great year boys.

As Warren Miller once said, "if you don't do a

double cork 1260 now, you'll be one year older

when you do" Do it up boys. 1 will miss you.

"GO HABS GO

"

Overall, my four years at RSGC were quite enjoy-

able. 1 made new friends, joined different teams

and clubs, had some fun, and maybe learned some

things along the way. I would just like to thank all

my teachers and coaches for everything they have

done for me. Specifically, 1 would like to thank Mr.

Fitz, Mr. Enfield, and Doc Newton for all their help

and support in my high school cross-country running

career. They have really brought the RSGC run-

ning team to a new level. It is unfortunate that after

I leave, the team will probably lose all of its charm

and charisma and go back to being unexciting, and

"If you never did you should. These things are fun

and fun is good." - Dr. Seuss.

"I guess people think the taller you are the more

dominant you have to be."

Shaquille O'Neal.

In my very long strife to accomplish what Royal

St. George's as a school aims to achieve during

their time with students. I have met soine amazing

people and had a great many epiphanies. First off

the teachers here, despite how it may seem at times,

are always working for the little men... who are

the students. Then there are my parents who have

always tried their hardest, even when progress is

not evident, to get me to realize that these are the

years that made me. I'd also like to take this time to

thank Coach Loucks and Mr. Sarellas for creating an

amazing atmosphere in the gym during my tenure as

a basketball player at RSGC. Basketball was a place

of solace for me.

"Y'all got roaches?"

"Its Harlem everybody got roaches."

Chris Rock

Down to Earth

My time at RSGC has been full of good times and

chronic laughter. I have thoroughly enjoyed m>

last four years of schooling as a student at the Royal

College and I will cherish my experience for the rest

of my life. I have been taught by some of the best

teachers at the school. God Rankin. King Schroder,

Sefiora Seeley, Jeff Enfield, Mr. Morris Reid and of

course Doc Chris Newton, and I thank them for their

teachings. Without their help my lexicon would still

consist of basic vocabulary and I would have fallen in

love with the false goddesses of the internet.

Not only were the teachers great but my

friends helped make my high school career a great

experience: Jaybz, B-rad Shift, Bowlz, The Shark

Tank, Neve, Der Bear, and several others. Thanks

to everyone that helped me through my high school

years.

If you can find a path v.

doesn't lead anywhere.

stacles. it probabl)
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Rudro Chakrabarti Ireland Comery Chris Comparey Callan Convery

ll's fiiiiilly over, bul somcwhal billcrswccl. Congrats

boys, wc made il.

l-irsi ofn\l like lo Ihaiik my parenls lor giving me
llie opporlimily lo allenil such a greal sehool.

The past len years al RSGC have left ine with a lol

cirama/.ing memories. I can'l even begin lo pick

luvuriles: ihcre are lilerally a ihousand ol'ihem. From

iK'ing called oul in Chcmislry, "Chlorophyll? More

like BQREophyll!". Rye .Shark. SHA/.AMMM and

ihe ama/ing BC irip I can honestly say my lime al

RSCiC was unforgettable.

I'orllie other six lifers, we've made quite a journey,

l-'roin being the little rapscallions in grade three, to

the great guys we've become it was a real experience

that I'll never forget. To the best friends I could ever

ask for: Dawson. Feigs. Hutch. Peter. Courtland.

Men. Pepper. Jeff, Wilson. Dave and Kenny thanks

liir sticking it through with me. I'd like to thank my

and lieiiig nothing but li

IMLE. \t)u rock budd\

Silent Memories

bros. it's been a pleasure guys I'll miss you all.

When I grow up I grow up I want to be a principal.

Or a caterpillar." - Ralph Wiggum

When 1 first came to RSGC as a grade ^ student in

September of 2000. 1 walked into a room filled with

twelve strangers. At the time the only thing 1 knew

in life was my name. age. and 1 wanted to be "an

inventor". Ten years later. 1 am graduating with 7.1

friends. I still know my name. I still know my age.

I know a bit of math and physics, and 1 w ish "an

inventor" was a real job. There are so many people

whom I would like to thank, but 1 cannot list them

all so a small lisi would include my family, every

teacher who ever laught/liail to teach me. but espe-

cially. Ms. Wagar and Ms. Buchanan for letting me
annoy them every morning and period three spare.

I thank Mr. .Schroder for making math interesting.

Mr. Fowler for teaching the importance of organized

notes. Mr. Enfield for being awesome. Mr. Darvasi

for show ing me thai I have the ability to do well in

English, and Ms. Girvan for everything to do with

the Environment Club. Mosi Importantly. I would

like to thank my friends w ho got me through these

past ten years. Whether we were friends from trips to

Cambodia and Ecuador, the Environment Club, and

athletic teams or friends solely based on geographic

location. I have no idea how you put up w ilh my
imagination. What Is not Imagined Is that I will

always value the friendships I have made.

ll's been a great

teachers and slu

remember fore\cr

and coadtes that I

here at RSCiC. .lin

played rugby and

feel more a part o:
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Rylie Cook

After six years at RSGC I can't believe I'm

graduating. The past six years have flown by and it's

been filled with a lot of great tiines. From being in

Mr. Algarvio's science class to being on the Senior

Rugby team winning the championship, it has all

been awesome. I have to shout out to The Don for

an awesoine accounting class and the Varsity Rugby
team for being boss and running show. Shout out to

DJL for having an awe.some history class and JDons

for some jokes times. I have to thank my family for

supporting me and sending me to RSGC.

I want it all, that's why I .strive for it. I know that it's

coming -
1 just hope that I'm alive for it.

Drake

Colton Creber

The idea of summarizing four years of your life in

less than two hundred and fifty words is daunting

if not entirely impossible. When I think of my life

and every development that occurred during my
time at Royal St. Georges College, I can't fathom

a single thing I could say that would do justice to

my exp

with embarrassment at a list ot thank you's to my
'boys' or 'buds'. I would feel unoriginal stealing a

famous quote and pretending it has some relevance

to me or to graduating. All I can say is that my life

has been altered forever after spending 1460 days

as a registered student of the College. It won't be

evident whether it's changed for the better or worse

for .some time to come, and regardless of that answer

I wouldn't change a thing about the last four years.

They have been rewarding in every sense and instead

of individual thank you's, you already know who
you are. The spirit of whatever makes our College

special will be carried with me for sometime, if not

for the rest of my life, I'll look back on the time

fondly, and perhaps even manage a smile.

ss
Nick D'Alessandro

" It's been a great four years. I got a lot of great

memories. Thanks guys for everything. High school

was truely a great experience. Peace Ezzzzzzzzzzzz

AchieveiTients on the golf course are not what mat-

ters, decency and honesty are what matter.

- Tiger Woods

Michael Dawson

Silent memories.
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Michael Diplock

My time at RSGC has flown by. I've had great

teachers, friends, and coaches that have all helped

make me into the person I am today. RSGC has

given me many memories and experiences that I will

never forget. Sports have been a big part of my life

here and have made high school much more

enjoyable. In particular Coach Loucks and Mr.

Sarellas have devoted much of their time towards

learns and tournaments that I have participated in,

and for that I am thankful. Also I have to shout out

to the best math teacher Mr. Schroder and my best

buddy Dale. My friends and classmates have been

awesome and I'm sure we will have many more

good times together. Lastly, I would like to thank my
parents for always supporting me with everything I

liave done.

Sam Dyson

After six years my stay at R.S.G.C. is finally drawing

to a close. It has definitely been a whirlwind and

I've seen some serious ups and downs. There are

certainly things I would do differently given another

shot at it, as I'm sure all my fellow grads would,

but ultimately I've had an unbelievable experience

at this school. My tiine at R.S.G.C. has taught me
many lessons, academic and otherwise, that I will

carry with me for the rest of my life. Although I

have nowhere near enough words to acknowledge

everyone who has played a role in my high school

career, I owe some major thanks to a few particular

individuals who have gone above and beyond to help

me in a variety of ways. Firstly, to the grads for be-

ing an awesome group of guys, it's been a great time

and I wish you all luck in the future. To Mr. Martin

for the all the amazing gigs, lessons and countless

hours he and Mr. Wade-West have put in over the

years, which I credit with getting me to where I

am today as a musician. To Molly Johnson for the

invaluable musical opportunities and encouragement

she has provided me. To Ms. Uhre for proofreading

thousands of words worth of university applications

and essays, and to Mr. Van Herk for his unfailing

patience and constant advice. And above all, to my
parents, who have put up with a lot and have always

been there for me.

Denis Evans

Ahhh, where to start... From the day I started at

RSGC I was warmly welcomed into the community

by all. Sure, I had few boys I knew from before

but coming to a new school mid - year is never

easy. Having said that RSGC could not have been

an easier place to start over. I have way too many

people to thank in not enough room, so here are just

a few... First I would like to thank my parents for

supporting me to the bitter end. My various hockey

coaches over the years, Mr. O'Leary, Schroder, Don-

nelly and Spacie, although not often victorious, the

memories are endless, whether the road trips to Mon-

treal or beating St. Mikes! I thank all of my teachers

for putting their time and effort into educating and

preparing me to further my education. I thank Ms.

Gledhill, my advisor of two years, for her patience

and assistance in whatever I needed to accomplish.

I want to thank all my Bros for the good times we

have shared. Grad Trip was the best time of my life!

Dave, thanks for throwing jams when no one else

would step up, and Skups for the ttggrrr seshs! I am

excited for what is yet to come but will never forgot

my time at RSGC.

Shout out to: Greey, Doff, Skip, Skups, keep

truckin'. Chuck, youi'll never beat me in puck.

Nairne, tear it up in MTL. Dave, CALM DOWN.
Rich, stay gutless.

Owen Evans

I'd like to take this opportunity to thank RSGC for 6

years of development, caring, success, laughter, happy

memories, and patience. Since grade seven to this

culminating grade 12 year, this school has given me

the tools to mature and develop as an individual, never

pushing, but always providing ample encouragement.

Despite the frustration and despair I often felt, in

hindsight I have enjoyed all my courses, without

exception, and sincerely hope that at university I will

find professors who are as wonderful as the teachers

I've had the privilege to have at RSGC. I'd like to

specifically thank Mr. Fowler, Mr. Enfield, and Mr.

D'Arcy for their support and encouragement, and

challenging me to be a better student, and thinker.

Thanks for a great six years, I'll be missing it.
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Conor Farrow Alex Ferguson Cooper Gluek Morgan Grace

as been great. Thanks to all my teachers.

3 all my coaches and my family. Grad class

> been sic, thanks a lot boys. Time isn't

vhen your getting well you know.

The past 9 years of my life has been better than I

could have ever imagined. From the rock climbing

club to the baseball team its been an unreal experi-

ence. I can't imagine having gone anywhere else,

but RSGC and I can't thank iny parents enough for

giving me the opportunity to come here. To my
entire family, thanks for puting up with the early

mornings and the even later nights. I'd like to thank

all my teachers, past and present for giving me that

extra push to excel, and without you, I never would

have made it.

To all my friends whether I've known you for the

past 9 years or just for the past 4, its been fun. From

longboarding down Russell Hill Road during lunch

period to playing hacky sack in B.C last year. Its

been a good few years.

To Toopie and Binoo and to all the unmentioned its

been an unbelievable time with you guys.

I'll miss you all. And boys - have a great one.

It's hard to believe it's been six years. In many ways,

these have been some of the best years of my life,

and I've grown to know I'd made the right choice in

schools.

With all of that out of the way, I'd just like to give a

shout out to the many teachers I've had and everyone

else supporting me along the way. Mr. D'Arcy; who

put up with me for 4 years and made what could

have been the hardest course in the school the most

rewarding. Mr. Fowler; for terrifying me in grade 10,

but changing that completely by grade 1 2. Mr.

Donnelly, for all those years of advisor-class glory.

Ms. Baby, for being consistently awesome, even

when I wasn't in the junior school, and everyone

else. Finally, and probably most importantly, my par-

ents: the people who kept me on the brink of insanity

while still being supportive and generally amazing.

Thanks for a great four years at RSGC. Thanks to

all of the teachers during the past four years. Thanks

to iny parents for giving me the opportunitj- to at-

tend RSGC. It has been a great four years and I've

met many new friends as well as looking forward to

Thanks to Don Schrode
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Michael Greey Leo Hicks Matthew Hodder Hutch Hoffman

We've had some great time these past 5 years, from

the classic junior school times, to the 'tggggrrr' chills

this past year. I will start by thanking RSGC for

making school much more bearable, but the fact is,

it was pretty standard. If it was working with Dale in

the summer or tossing the rugby ball on the tarmac it

was always a good time. I also want to thank the par-

ents - as much as I don't want to admit it. they were

behind me the whole way - of course Ms. Wagar for

being my shrink everyday, Mr. Darcy for teaching

me more than any textbook ever could have, and Mr.

Fowler for the standard life lessons. Also, I want to

thank Father John, who was always an inspiration

and last but not least, I've got to thank Mr. J Don,

just a great inspiration out there, if it was in the class,

on the ice or on the field, he always had something to

say. I will never forget the Varsity Rugby champi-

onships. Varsity Hockey was one of the best teams

I have ever been on, we didn't always (ever) win

but the times were too good, the Montreal trip was

always a good time.

High school goes by way too fast. The last 4 years I

will never forget. Sports were a big part of my high

school and I thank those teachers who took the tiine

to make it all possible. I have had some amazing mo-

ments during my high school years. These

experiences I will always remember.

It's hard to believe that it's finally time to move on,

especially since I've lived across the street from the

school since I was born. Many memories were had

here - even before I started attending classes here.

To all of my friends and teachers, and to all of the

people who worked behind the scenes here at RSGC:

thank you so much for making the past six years of

my life as awesome as they were. I'll miss all of you.

I always thought that writing something long like an

essay was difficult, but I'm finding out now that writ-

ing something short is even harder, especially when

I have so much that I'd like to say. It's difficult to fit

six amazing years into about an eighth of a page.

Anyways, thanks again to everyone. It's been a blast.

Silent memories.

"Do you want me to go out there and decline the

penalties? Well guess what, this isn't football!"

-Donnelly

Another thanks to Ms. Wagar and the administration

for putting up with me in the office. ..everyday.

I Never Lose

Later Bud Peace
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Richard Hogarth

"(Hold up to black light to see grad quote)"'

Peter Hucal

Graduation marks the end of my eight-year journey

through Royal St. George's College. By spending

equal amounts of time in both the senior and junior

school I believe I can truly .see my improvement

and the positive impacts this school has brought to

my.self My teachers have pushed me to my limits

and helped me become the man I am today. I feel

accomplished and prepared to tackle to world, and I

owe it all my teachers, friends and family.

Will Hunter

lily satisfied with the very best.

Ernest lakovlev

Silent memories

-Winston Churchill

These are not the droids you are looking fc

-Obi-Wan Kenobi
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Max Ingram Brandon Jones Jack Keilty Ben Kerr

I came to RSGC in grade 7 not knowing what a great

experience awaited me in the next 6 years. RSGC
has feh like a second home to me. a comiTiunity in

which I was able to feel comfortable right from the

beginning. I'd like to take the chance to thank Mr.

Jamieson whom I was privileged enough to have as

a teacher for 5 consecutive years, and whose course

was the most enjoyable of any I have ever taken.

Secondly, I'd like to thank Mr. D'Arcy, whose 4

year computer science journey has truly changed

my way of thinking for the better and pushed me to

my limits, far beyond anything I had ever imagined.

Those 4 years of the hardest work I have done was

also the work with the greatest payoff in the end, and

really showed that anything was possible with de-

termination and a little faith. Finally, I would like to

thank my parents, without whom none of this would

have been possible.

The past 7 years here at RSGC have been something,

that's for sure. I would like to thank all my teach-

ers, especially a big thanks goes out to Mr. Schroder

and a big thank you to my parents for all there great

support over the years. A lot of great memories were

made with both the golf and hockey teams, espe-

cially OFSAA 2008. Also a shout out to all those

people in Etobicoke that made my high school career

nothing other than incredible.

It isn't necessary to be rich and famous to be happy.

It's only necessary to be rich.

Life is what you make of it. Always has been, always

will be.

In the 10 years that I have been at R.S.G.C, I have

come to realize that my experience has been reflec-

tive of what you are suppo.sed to experience in life. It

has been filled with ups and downs and unexpected

twists and turns. Through it all, I know it has molded

me into the best person that I can be. It has given me
room to grow into an individual and aided ire in my
maturing as a student.

I would like to thank my parents for knowing that

this was the right school for me and for all of their

support. Every teacher at the school has been great,

but in particular, I would like to thank Ms. Lanigan,

Ms. Kaye, and Ms. Girvan for the help that they have

given ine in my time here. Lastly I have to thank all

of my pals, they've been pretty great too.

"A joke is a very serious thing."

-•Winston Churchill

After six years at Royal St. Georges College, it's hard

to imagine that I'm finally done. This school was the

best fit for me from the start, and I've onh really seen

that in these later years. I want to thank m\ parents

for supporting me since day one. and providing me
with everything they have. My friends for being there

and making m) time here as fun as it has been. My
teachers for being so patient and helpful (Shout outs

to Mr. Schroder and Dr. Leatch.) Finally . I want to

thank Victoria, all of those late night phone calls,

trips to and from Montreal, and texting made my last

two years of high school the best 1"% e e\ er had. Your

support and care has helped me to become the person

I am today and I can never thank you enough. I ha\ e

no doubt that the knowledge and experience I've

gained here will provide me with e\er> thing I need

and more to lead a successful and happ> life. I'll look

back thirty >ears from now and remember my time

here at RSGC. the good tiines and the bad. Respect?

I've gained for inyself and others. Responsibility? I've

finally taken some. Voice? I have. Congrats grads of

2010, we made it.
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Alex Kim

My lime at RSGC was legen...wait for it...

"You can always become better." - Tiger Woods

In the wise words of tlie great Tiger Woods, one can

always strive to make themselves a better person.

This is what this school has made me. Whether it be

from learning in the classroom or building strong

friendships that will last for the rest of my life. I have

this school to thank.

As I move on into the next stage of my life

1 can confidently feel that 1 am now ready for the

next level with what I have learned here. Not only on

the academic front, but in preparation for university

and later life.

I would like to thank Dr. Leatch, Senora

Seeley and Mr. Schroder for their help inside the

classroom and out.

Mark Kryshtalskyj

Throughout my years at RSGC I have experienced

both euphoria and adversity, all that came with

learning experiences that made me a stronger person;

a person ready to go out and face the world. Through

these experiences, I've finally understood the

meaning of being Georgian. The term Georgian

describes an ideal person, soineone with true bal-

ance, purpose and happiness. In a sense, that's what

high school is all about: a continuous journey for

balance and purpose, shaped by our experiences.

Once we find balance and purpose in our lives, the

happiness part "comes for free, gentlemen," as Mr.

Doerksen says.

When I came to RSGC in grade 6, 1 instantly felt at

home. The school gave me chances to shine, which

I firmly grasped. My teachers and peers also were

always supportive of me, inaking me feel like part

of the Georgian family. This school has given me so

much, and now that I'm leaving, I'm proud to say

that I've returned the favour. I wouldn't, however, be

the person I am today without the support of Mom,
Dad, Michael, Mr. D'Arcy, Mr. Enfield, Sensei

Miller and others, who have always been there for

me. I am both sad and excited to be leaving RSGC,
continuing my journey to becoming a Georgian.

No matter where I go, I will never forget RSGC or

my best friends (shout-outs to Wilson, Tiago, Max,
Owen and Ernest), who will eternally share a place

in my heart. See you again each December.

Charles Lailey

I'll always remember the day my parents told me
that they were going to have me apply for private

school for grade seven. I was crushed... I couldn't

believe I would be leaving all my friends to go to an

all boys school, where I would be forced to wear a

uniform everyday. Looking back now, I would have

it no other way. These past six years at RSGC have

been... well; they've been so many things, that I

don't really have the words to describe them. RSGC
has given me so many opportunities from teams to

trips. I've been on the volleyball and ski team for six

years, and I've been on two Habitat for Humanity

trips through the school. I'd like to thank all of my
teachers, but I believe I owe an extra thank you to

Mrs. Gledhill, Ms. Girvan, and Mr. Schroder, who
have each been my teacher or advisor for three years,

and my coaches for four. They have provided me
with guidance and leadership whether it was through

school, sports, or Cambodia!! My most memorable

experience at the school was winning the Habitat for

Humanity Scholarship that took me all the way to

Zambia, and for that I would like to thank Ms. Roche

for helping to make that possible; I could not have

done it without you! I'm going to miss this school so

much, along with all the friends I've made, but I am
not worried, because I know that I'll .see them again

someday! Cheers!

Richard LeGresley

Solid decade. Since grade three all the way to grade

twelve there have been plenty of good times. Thanks

to all the teachers who have helped me along the way.

Enough said.

Silence is golden. ..especially when you can't think of

a good answer.

- Muhammad Ali
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Courtland Livesley-James

It seems as though I've been waiting for graduation

as long as I can remember and now that its here, it is

s phenomenal as I thought. I am incredibly grateful

3r all I have been given and will never forget the

acrifices my parents have made for me.

1 have always wanted more independence and con-

trol over my life but looking back through the years I

iim glad I wasn't thrust into it then. I owe the biggest

Ihank you of all to my family for being there for me
in every crowning moment in my life. Another thank

you is in order to all the faculty of the College who
have given me more than any student could ever ask

for.

Looking back, I can't say that I have any regrets,

from the friends I've inade, courses I've taken, and

organizations I've been involved with everything

from the good the bad and the ugly has been worth

it. I can only hope the ne.xt years to come are as full

with adventure and success and people of such cali-

ber as the past years have been. As I prepare inyself

for the drastic shift in life I don't mind saying that

I'm not going to miss Royal St. Georges. I've taken

all I can froin here and am more than ready to move
on. I know that coming here was the right choice at

the right time, but I need to move on. Froin where I

stand the futiue looks astounding.

David Luder

My time at RSGC has been unreal. I'd like to thank

my parents for giving me the opportunity to attend

such a great school, my teachers for helping nie

throughout the 8 long years of learning, and my
fellow classmates, especially the beauties who made

everyday entertaining. I'll never forget the memories

that we created, all the good times that we had, and

most importantly, what it means to be Georgian.

Good luck to all you boys; it's been a great run. This

may be the end of one stage of our lives, but it's also

the beginning of a new one.

Win it For The Boys.

"If you're out there and you find yourself wonder-

ing what to do, just hit someone. The aggressive

approach is always the best approach."

Evan Luke

After hours of blood, sweat, tears, and extensive

thought I have come up with what is indubitably the

single best grad quote to have ever been written by

an RSGC student in the school's lengthy history. I'm

certain you will concur.

"University already, what happened? Last time I

checked I was ten years-old playing Monopoly in my
basement."

Alex Marks

I've had a great four years at RSGC. I've had the

pleasure of hanging out and knowing great guys and

wouldn't have had such a great time without them. I

came to RSGC in grade 9 and couldn't have been hap-

pier with my choice to go to school here. I'd like to

thank all of my teachers who made school life so great

and who put in so much more effort and time than

they had to. The availability of teams and clubs has

made for great memories and experiences which I will

take forward with me and remember forever.

Being able to go on all the trips I took part in and

playing on all the teams I wanted to was incredible.

Traveling to B.C., Montreal, and all the different

sports trips were great times and it wouldn't have been

possible without the teachers, my friends, and my

family, .so thank you. It's been a great four years, and

I'll always remember my time at RSGC.
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JeffMcCain Blake Meiklejohn Derek MoUenhauer Jack Murphy

The past four years at RSGC have been the best of

111)' life so far. I couldn't have become the person I

am today without the constant and encouraging sup-

port of the teachers and staff of this school. The most

notable being (The Don) Mr. Schroder, thanks for

being a mentor during your four years as my teacher,

you are nothing less than a legend. Another special

thanks to my Advisor Dr. Newton who constantly in-

spired me and pushed me to do the best I could with

what I had. Of course, I can't forget Ms. Kaye, you

helped me make all the right decisions and without

you I would be lost. Nonetheless, all the teachers at

RSGC are why I love the school so iriuch and why
I never regretted my decision to become a Georgian

for life. To the Prefects, we brought new meaning to

the saying "work hard, play hard." I'm proud of all

of you.

To my Georgian brothers of 2010: yes, -brothers-,

because I would consider you nothing less than fam-
ily. 1 have formed life-lasting friendships over the

years and although it may be a long time before we
meet again, the memories are everlasting. Thanks to

my parents whose guidance pointed me in the right

direction, for that I can't thank you enough.

The last four years at RSGC have been great. I have

made many friends that I hope to stay in touch with

for the rest of iny life. I would like to thank my
parents for giving me the privilege to attend such a

great school and have the opportunity to enjoy all

the wonderful things that the students of RSGC get

to experience. I would also like to thank the teachers

and staff at RSGC for all their hard work to give me
one of the best high school experiences in the city.

Shout outs to Jimmy D. Don Schroder, and DJL.

I want to take this opportunity to thank Royal St.

George's College for four great years. All my
teachers have been fantastic and I have really learned

a lot. I also would like to thank my parents for giving

me the opportunity to attend RSGC. Thanks to all the

sports coaches for all the tiine and effort they put in

to teaching me and helping me succeed. I look for-

ward to my years ahead, but I will always reinember

RSGC.

My past four years at RSGC have been amazing.

I want to start by thanking my family for standing

beside me, supporting me emotionally and Financially,

and giving me every chance to succeed to the best of

iny abilities. And then I would thank my teachers, as

every class was a joy and I will always cherish the

knowledge you so willingly shared. I have always

been supported and accommodated through all my
acadeinic endeavors. And I could never imagine this

quote with out a shout out to iny coaches. You guys

have made my time at RSGC Just that much more en-

joyable; basketball and rugby were highlights of each

year. Last but not least my friends. It was all the good

times with the guys that made my high school experi-

ence so remarkable. Not only has this school provided

me with a great education, and some of the best times

of my life, but also it has been a place of growth,

developinent and friendship. And with this support,

these skills, the knowledge that I have acquired here

at Royal St. George's College I look to the future with

great hope to excel and with tremendous gratitude for

your generosity and the inany gifts I have received

from all you.

Go Knights Go!!

"Change will not come if we wait for some other

person or some other time. We are the ones we've
been waiting for. We are the change that we seek.'



J.D. Murray Alex Nairne Connor Neve Peter Ng

The past 6 years at RSGC have been both enjoyable

and enlightening, this school has taught me many

things. Among these the most important would

have to be Hal's classic handshake, not only the

basic concept of looking the person in the eye, and

inaintaining a firm grip, I think the real lesson that

Hal was trying to teach was that first impressions

are everything, and a Georgian is truly measured by

his manners and integrity. As a great man once said,

"Manners Maketh Men."

So I jump ship in Hong Kong and I make my way

over to Tibet, and I get on as a looper at a course

over in the Himalayas. A looper. you know, a caddy,

a looper, a jock. So, I tell them I'm a pro jock, and

who do you think they give me? The Dalai Lama,

himself. The twelfth son of the Lama. The flow-

ing robes, the grace, bald... striking. So, I'm on the

first tee with him. I give him the driver. He hauls

off and whacks one - big hitter, the Lama - long,

into a ten-thousand foot crevasse, right at the base

of this glacier. Do you know what the Lama says'?

Gunga galunga... gunga, gunga-lagunga. So we

finish eighteen, and he's gonna stiff me. And I say,

"Hey, Lama, hey. how about a little something, you

know, for the effort, you know?" And he says, "Oh,

uh, there won't be any money, but when you die, on

your deathbed, you will receive total consciousness."

So I got that goin' for me, which is nice.

You can't put foiu- years into two hundred fifty

words. You can highlight the best of tiines. or choo.se

to spotlight your best of friends, but an attempt to

communicate the four-year roUercoaster that was

high school would be futile.

In a word, it was good, nothing more nothing less.

Enough cool teachers and a slew of great friends

offset the long days and everiasting classes. There

won't be any shout-outs becau.se they always end up

falling short. But to tho.se who went out of their way

or even risked their necks to help me get by I thank

you; you know who you are.

In spite of the fact we chirped each other endlessly

our grad class was tight. The ability to walk into any

of my classes and have a conversation with whoever

may be sitting there is a rare luxury. While I'm not

claiming to be friends with everyone graduating,

there is at least enough mutual respect to have been

everyone's acquaintance.

Finally, to be completely original I'm going to end

with a quote. It's not a lyric, they're not words to

live by, and it isn't even that deep. So why end on

this note? This quote is solely meant to serve as a

reminder to inyself, as well as the Class of 2010.

Graduation is not the end; it's the beginning

Since I have no words of wisdom, I will let these intel-

ligent men do the talking:

Michael Scott: I understand... Nolhim;

Homer Simpson: I'm normally not a praying man. but

if you're up there, please save me Superman.

Rage Against The Machine - Ashes in the Fall

Ain't it funny how the factory doors close

Round the time that the school doors close

Round the time that the doors of the jail cells

Open up to greet you like the reaper

In Flames - Dead End

What decides when you've lost a war

When the first man falls

Or when they've era.sed it all

John Frusciante - My Smile is a Rifle

My smile is a rifle, And what are you

My smile is a rifle, And I point it at you

My smile is a rifle. You'll know when you bring me

in from the rain
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Slater Nowers

My seven years at RSGC have been the best of my
life. I came here scared of an all boys school and I

leave a proud Georgian. 1 want to start by thanking

my parents. None of this would have been possible if

you didn't support nie through all of my years here.

To all of my siblings - thank you for all of the

advice and help you have given me throtigh my time

at RSGC. To rny Dad - you couldn't be with me
through ni) time here but I was always thinking of

30U and I hope I have made you proud. Of course

how could I not thank all of my friends'? You made

me look forward to coming to school everyday even

on the bad ones. Way too many hours spent in the

basement. 4000 lamp hours and counting. High

school would not have been the same without all of

you. To my teachers thank you for preparing me and

making my time at RSGC .so much fun. Whether

it's an intelligent conversation in class or a hello in

the hallway, you are the ones who make this school

the great place it is. Of course, there's Mr. Schroder.

Whether it was a math class, the golf trip or the vol-

leyball team you made it all a great experience.

Connor O'Hearn

I'm happy with the outcome of my 4 years at RSGC
I'd like to thank my family for the support, and al-

lowing me to come to RSGC. Thanks to the rugby

team for the past two years. Thanks to all my buddie

for the good times, and a special thanks to all the

good teachers I've had over the years. Special shout

out to Schroder, Boss Man (Leatch), and Jimmy D.

for good times in the classroom.

Adam Penn

"If for some reason I'm not present, blame it on my
adolescence. And if for some reason I am tardy, well

its cause I went out last night to party."

Thanks to my parents for giving me every

opportunity possible, and helping me excel with their

support in any aspect of life.

Cheers to all my buddies for doing the opposite of

what my parents did.

M
Jonathan Pepper

Thank you family, friends and facult) for being there,

for helping me along and for your continual encour-

agement. High school would have been impossible if

you hadn't been there to help me along. These have

been the best of times. I will surely never forget them.

I hope to see you later on down the beaten path, but

for now, I bid you adieu.

"As sure as night is dark and day is light

I keep you on my mind both da>' and night

And happiness I've known proves that it's right

Because you're mine, I walk the line"
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David Perl

Six years of my life and it all comes down to this.

How can I sum up my experience as a student at

RSGC? 1 guess I'll start by saying that when I was

12, 1 had no intention of going to a private school. 1

wanted to continue school with the friends I already

had, and wasn't too keen about replacing them with

unfamiliar faces. I was resistant to say the least, but

I have my wonderful parents to thank for persuading

me otherwise, combined with my brother's "inside

information.'

Before 1 knew it, I was taking the short walk across

ihe tarmac. The Senior School was a whole other ex-

perience, however, 1 adjusted easily. I couldn't have

nade it through these 4 years without the constant

upport and teaching of the excellent faculty. Mr.

Schroder, you made grade 9 and 1 math, as well

IS grade 1 1 accounting, some of the best courses

've ever taken and it was a shame I didn't have you

s a teacher in my final year. Ms. Somerville. you

elped me to appreciate my writing abilities and your

writing course has been one of the most rewarding

lasses I've had. To Mr. Holdsworlh, though you're

longer with us. you brought out my inner actor in

rade 9 and your classes to this day bring back noth-

ig but enjoyable memories. Finally, Dr. Newton,
)u helped to keep that drama torch burning bright

I rough the good times and bad. To all the other
I achers I've had, I can only offer my sincerest thank

; )U.Again thank you to my family, friends and the
t achers from grades seven to twelve.

1 itil next time Royal St. George's...

Noah Perlmutar

First of all I would like to thank the school for

accepting me back after my short (2 year) visit at

Northern. I came to Royal St.George's in Grade 7

as a skinny redhead and will be leaving as, well...

a

slightly taller skinny redhead with a beard (if I let it

grow for 5-6 weeks). I have grown a lot while

attending RSGC (about 6 inches) and it will be sad

to leave for the second time. Since I spent a lot of

my free time at RSGC playing sports I would like

to thank my coaches; Mr. Sarellas for still calling

me big guy even though I am not, Mr.Evans for

letting me sit in your swivel chair (if only just once),

Mr.Thornbury for always providing amazing colour

commentary and Mr.Fowler for not being the coach

from HSC. I would like to thank the Admissions

office for being so brave, allowing me to represent

the school. I would also thank all of my friends

here at RSGC whether its lame to or not. Whatever

university I end up at next year has some big shoes

to fill.

mM^ i
Marshall Porter

RSGC is finally coming to an end. it has been a

long time but has gone by so quickly. I have alot of

people to thank for my memories here. Thank you to

Mr. Schroder - a great math teacher and coach and

all around good guy. I have had some of my best

memories in accounting. Mrs. Gledhill, my
advisor - thank you for all the help (probably more

then 1 deserved). I had a great time going to Cambo-

dia with the school, Mrs. Gledhill and Ms. Girvan.

and many more memories thanks to my friends.

Thank you RSGC its been a good run.

James Reble

There are a lot of people I could thank for the six

years I spent as an RSGC Knight, but to not thank

everyone would be a crime. From great coaches and

teachers, to the life-long friends I've made at RSGC.
it's hard not to say RSGC has been and will always be

some of the best years of my life. To m> fellow grads.

wherever life may lead you, stay strong, stay proud

and stay true. And as always, what happens on the

tarmac stays on the tarmac. Thanks for the memories

boys.

"Merit begets confidence, confidence begets enthusi-

asm, enthusiasm conquers the world." - WS Cotting-
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Saunder Ritchie

Jir'i^^fk itt/k
Bradley Shafran

I've been at RSGC for 4 years and I've learned a lot

in that time. Although there were bad times there

were also good times with friends. I will of course

miss my friends, but I'll also miss the camaraderie

of the school and the sense of being Georgians.

Although I'm moving on to a critical point in my
life. I will always remember the values that RSGC
has instilled in me. I thank all my teachers especially

the Don for all they have done for me throughout my
time at RSGC.

Will Sharpe

"Don't cry because it's over. Smile because it hap-

pened." - Dr. Seuss

All of my most memorable moments at RSGC all

come from being involved at the school. Whether

I was traveling with the choir, to England, Spain,

or France, being a part of the rock-climbing club,

school hockey and ba.seball teams. Our devoted

teachers here at the college deserve our utmost

respect and thanks for giving up their precious

time to provide us with such experiences. I feel so

privileged to say I went to Royal St. Georges College

and am sad to be leaving such a wonderful place.

Shout out to all my buddies who are moving on next

year. Make the best of the coming limes, and always

remember YOU ARE A GEORGIAN!

As a wise man here at the college once said, "don't

just be good, be great!"

Jaipal Singh

I've been at RSGC since Grade 3. and wow - 1 can't

believe my time here is up. At the start of Grade 3.

little did I realize how much I would end up learn-

ing and doing at this school. There have been many

challenges to face, all of which - good or bad - have

helped shape me into the person I am toda>

.

All in all, it was a great run. but as the old adage goes:

all good things eventually come to an end. Leaving

RSGC is tougher than I always thought it would be

but I'll be leaving with many memories from years

past. Thanks to everyone who ever helped me in an\

way - your support means a lot.

Special thanks to the following people:

Mr Van Herk, Mr Viljoen, Mr Schroder, Mr Donnelly.

Mr O'Leary, Mr Thornbur)-, and Mr Evans. Thanks

for making my time at RSGC truly amazing.

...In the words of the great Dwayne Michael Carter Jr.

a.k.a. Lil Wayne:

And we don't want no problems.

Okay, you're a goon, what's a goon to a goblin'?
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Ken Taylor Tiago Vieira Wilson Waterman Alen Worsoff

Hard to believe it's over. After six years, and

countless hours of work, I'm leaving RSGC
for good. My time here has been unforgettable.

There have been so many amazing things that

I have had the privilege of being part of at

the school. I'd like thank my teachers for the

all the effort that they've put in over the past

few years, as well as friends and family for all

of their support and encouragement. To my
parents especially - thanks for giving me the

opportunity to attend this place.

"We all know sucess when we all find our own
dreams" - Pete Townshend

Silent memories. I drag myself outta bed, get my things together, head Thank you to all of the great teachers and facultj- at

to Bathurst and Bloor, spend the day there learning

some things, then go home and sleep some more.

By the time I graduate in June, I will have done this

616 times in my four years at RSGC (give or take a

few) and each time was a different experience.

Of course it wasn't perfect; nothing should be, but

my time here has been fun and memorable, with a

few bumps in the road here and there. I won't go

into detail .seeing as I don't want to bore you. the

reader. The quotes on either side of this one may
be far more entertaining than what I've got to say

anyway. Just remember these 3 things as I did:

1

.

Be here (you never know when you'll be some-

where else)

2. Be you (cause really that's all you need to be)

3. Take risks (cau.se you don't know yourself and

your limits unless you do)

The bottom line is, of course, to have fun. You'll be

kicking yourself later if you don't.

Also, shout outs go to a few classmates, three or four

teachers and the people who keep paying the bills

(you all know who you are). It's been a great time.

Too bad we all couldn't graduate with Zander, eh?

Finally, can we PLEASE win a basketball title soon?

Even the lumberjack couldn't do it.

RSGC. This was a learning e.xperience and I was in

the right place for it.

"What you are lookinc for, is what is lookina.

"
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Jacky Yao
I have enjoyed my experience at RSGC since

my first day at the school. Ever since that day I

have felt welcomed by everyone in this

community from my classmates to my teachers.

Over my four years at the school I have learned

a lot from this great

community, whether it is about academics,

leadership or even things outside the school.

I could not be able to gain all these amazing

experiences from anywhere else, because I

believe that at this school we do not just learn

to be knowledgeable but learn how to become

a real gentleman. To all the amazing teachers

1 have had over the years I would like to just

say "thank you" to all of you, especially Mr.

Schroder, Mr. Van Herk, Ms. Wagar, Mme
DeBlois, and Mr. Donnelly. With all their help

I was able to achieve what I wanted to do and

become successful in my high school career.

And to all my amazing friends at the school, "I

love you all! All of you have changed things

around me for the better." My experience at

RSGC is something that I will never forget and

will miss forever.
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Jaipal Sinqh

Lifers

Chris Comparey Tiago Vieira



Prefects

mow, Jaipal Singh, Noah Perlmutor, Julian Caldwell, Jock

Keilty, David Luder, Jeff McCain, Peter Hucal
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Senior Athletic Awards
Team/Sport

U16 Volleyball

Senior Volleyball

U16 Soccer

Most Improved Player

Blake Meikleiohn

Georgian Spirit Award

Kjell Pladsen

Slater Nowers

Colin Mclntyre

Blake Lee-V\/hiting and

lain Bryant

Colin White-Dzuro

Luca Sedran and

Alex Diplock

i

^

1

m
Grade 9 Athlete of the

Year:Thomas Trusler

Grade 10 Athlete of the

Year: Alex Diplock

(T^ Jll
©.

1 n ''
I

^' ^'^•'1

ljN
Team/Sport

Senior Soccer

Most Improved Player

Kaiden Bogler

Georgian Spirit Award

Conor Farrow

MVP

Noah Perlmutor

Grade 11 Athletes of the

Year: Logan Semple and

Colin White-Dzuro

J.S. Housser Trophy Winr

(Grade 12 Athlete of th

Year): Noah Perlmutor

enior Cross Country Moo Yamonako Julian Caldwell, Andrew Irwin Derek Mollenhauer
. 1 ->: '

'

^"'_J
and James Tremayne

-iSli '^ m. m
U16 Basketball "A" Alex Diplock Jonathan Squibb Derek Woods If^t 1' . ff f
U16 Basketball "B"

Senior Basketball

Patrick Ouaggin-Smith

N/A

Luke Hoover

Wilson Waterman

Kevin McLafferty

Logan Sample and

' ' 1
Michael Diplock fc-^W

U15 Hockey Kiefer Robertson Tyler Allen and

Macallum Tepsich

Harris Casper and

Alec Tulett i^^ kA^.
U16 Hockey Marshall Honmer Thompson Garrow Josh Blake

Senior Hockey Nicholas Perry Michael Greey Alex Marks and Will Bryant
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Athletic Letters for outstanding contributions

to RSGC Athletics awarded to:

Chas Beatty

Julian Caldwell

Michael Diplock

Leo Hicks

Alex Marks

Derek Mollenhauer

Noah Perlmutar

;pt ¥ illiiljliini'-'

Team/Sport

Alpine Skiing

Judo

Senior Track

UI6 Badminton

Senior Badminton

UI6 Rugby

Senior Rugby

Most Improved Player

Thomas Murphy

Reuben Sagman

Stefan Sontaguido

J. D. Murray

Scott Mitchell and

Alex Cleveland

Cooper Gluek

Thomas Trusler

Riley Cook

Georgian Spirit Award

Ben Mason

James Sharpe

James Iremayne

Bloke Meiklejohn

Julian Caldwell and

Tristan Bogler

Julian Wookey

Jad Hall

Nico Arntsen

Richard Hogarth

Sho Miller

Derek Mollenhauer

Brandon Jones and

Nick D'Alessondro

Nick Medline

Scott Knowles and

James Sharpe

Michael Dawson

Wylle Malcolm

Chas Beatty and

Noah Perlmutar



Senior School

Proficiency

«•!

•-:• »• II »

^'i. '!i m^i^iitii^
'~'

-/ Warren Memorial Award Julian Caldwell

MacLeman Robinson Scholarship Alex Marks

'rew Drillis Award Chas Beatty

d Courtbnd LivesleyJorr

Bishop Frederid; Wilkinson Memorial Award Owen Evans

Colgate University Book Award Som Dyson

EXke of Edinburgh's Bronze Award James Durham, Connor Browr

Will Phillips. Evan Moulding,

Andrew Irwin, James Tremoyn

James Sharpe, Jakson Inwento

Andrew Irwin, Brade Clokic
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Subject Award
Winners

Physical Education Aware

Grode 10 Mod.e

Grade 11/12 Chollenge & Charles Lailey Modern Languages Awards

Computer Science Awards

Grade II Joipol S,.

Grade 9 French Longuoge Mao Yc

Most Improved Actor Daniel Gold Bersc

Spotlight Award Kjell Pladsen

Grade 9 James Tremayne

Grade 10 French longauge Andre

Grade 10 French Literoture Andrt

Grade 11 French Langi

Grade 10 Noah Stanton

Jose Mddonado

Grade 11 Ale.Fera-

nediate Award Sam Dysi

Grade 10 Froser Brt

NJVmk
\ Grade 10 Public Speaking Nicl M

'ubiic Speaking Robb

Grade 9 Evan Ho

Grade 9 Enriched Mc

Grade 10 Enriched John Ro

Grode 11 Biology Owen Ev

1 Physics Marl Kryshtolskyi

Headmaster's Medal Michael Lemanski

Founder's Medal Andrew Mok

Grade 9 Geogrophy louis Vc

irade 10/11 Physical Geo Nid M

? 9 Coreer Studies Rylie Wong
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Junior School

Prize Day
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Junior School Valedictorian
ible man adopts himself to the world' the unreosonoble one persists in trying to odapt the world to himself. Therefore all progress depends on the

man" This quote by George Bernard Show explains how the regulor person will change himself to lit the world while the irregular person will

moke the world diange to fit him. I believe that this quotation embodies the groduoting class that sits before you today. Nobody feels the need to chonge

because we allow each other to be ourselves. This special quality has helped turn us into the young men we are today

Hello fellow classmates teochers Mr O'Leory Ms Kirkbnd and parents: my name is Emmett Barker ond I hove been given the privilege by my classmates

to speak on beholf of them today. I was lucky enough to come to RSGC in grade 6. I was joined with other boys who hod been here since grade three and

would be meeting even more boys the following year in grade seven. Last year our class went from 22 boys to 44. These "new" boys quickly merged with tfie

"old" boys and over the post two years we have created and grown amazing lifelong friendships

One of the best things we have been able to experience in a small school is the opportunity to gel to know everyone Teachers continue to tell us that the most

. special thing about our class in particular is that we are one of the kindest classes the RSGC Junior School has known. This is largely because we have taken

' 0t the time to get to know each other. We have been able to experience one ol the kindest and most caring classes that truly has helped us grow as people and

accomplish our goals. It its playing a game of football on the tarmac or walking to the subway after school we like to include everyone and that is port ol what

makes our class so remarkable. But don't worry we don't spend all our time being serious. . . ,
we tend to hove a good lough once in a while because humor is a

huge port of who we are: everybody enjoys to laugh. . . sometimes a little too much.

We knew we would have fun right from the first week of grade 7 and I wouldn't soy we've been disappointed. Right away we went to War

learned things like leadership and teamwork, things you really can't just learn in a classroom. We have learned a lot at school over the ci

'earned the most from our RSGC experiences off-campus: sports trips to Montreal and Halifax and service trips to C
-----

3f Wonokito. Even field trips within Toronto were never dull. Let me tell you taking 44 boys on the subway and then a bus to a

t difficult I couldn't even imagine trying to keep track of us or putting up with our noise level on the bus or subway. And I definitely

wouldn't hove wanted to be one of the innocent passengers on that train These trips ore important because there are a lot ol things you cannot learn inside the

four walls of a classroom- like friendship teamwork grotitude, culture and much more

The past years we hove frad at RSGC have been spectacular. But none of these good memories would hove been possible if our parents didn't work extreme-

ly hard to send us to this school They give us so many things: unconditional love support in the toughest of times: bottom line • they are ama"'
' '-'' '"'

us. We would also like to thank all of the teachers at the school. They hove helped prepare us lor the future and made us better people. Ev

us sometimes when we don't want to go the extra mile they do it so we can reoch our full potential. So thank you to all ol the leachers at RSGC for the count-

less things you do for us I would also like to thank Mr. O'Leory for taking the time to get to know each of us and for being such a positive leader I
wi

olso like to thank Ms. Kirklond for leoding the junior school and coring otjout all ol us enough to keep us on the right trod
,
Most ol all I would lit e to Ih

1 t . 1 'I
^ ' f fellow classmates, for giving me three of the best years of my life Thank you

Looking into tfie luture I know that I will hove on exciting high school experienc" '"—
'

''
'— -' ''" '-

being o Georgian is oil obout. Our class is truly lull of life long Georgians bee

how to go otxjve ond beyond expectotions even though we don't always want to. We know how to be I

ful of each other ond being responsible lor our actions and trust me our doss knows how to use their voice

ther by being respect-

ime, but thot's onothei

I am very excited to meet all the new boys next year, but also to grow my Iriend

all students lor making these last three years something to really reme ' ''

'

to be anything txjt ourselves I know we will do extraordinary things 1 nanK you.

ill the boys at the school. Thank you parents, leachers and most of

niege to be part of such a unique and spectacular class. By refusing



Senior School Graduation
Ihe Wynn Butterworth Award

Donated by Mr and Mr^ Eric dutterworfh. parents of

Wym first Head Prefect ofRSGC and awarded annu-

ally ta ihe Head Prefect of the current year

The J. L Bradley Award

To the person who makes the greatest contribution to

the RSCC music program.

The Robert Bradley Award

To the senior student who has continued to serve faith-

fully the Church.

The Guild Trophy

Donated by the Georgian Parents' Guild to the boy

who is outstanding in character, games and scholarship

The Marion MdDowell Trophy Chris Comporey ond

To the boy who has demonstrated the greatest all round )Nk'

contribution in sdialarship. deportment and sports.

The von Teichman Award ^ill Hunter

An award donated by the von Teichman family ond

presented to a member of the graduating class who

throughout his career at RSGC fas achieved substantial

academic improvement while exemplifying the Georgian

spirit through leader^ip, parfidpatian and civility

The Barry Pepper Memorial Award

In memory of Barry Pepper w/io was a parent long time

Board member and ardent supporter of the school It is

given to a member of the graduating doss to support his

educational ambitions. The recipient will excel academi-

cally, and through his achievements, will have aihanced

the reputation of the college.

The Georgian Spirit Award

Presented in memory of Ian iomax. former student who

passed away in 1977. to recognize and foster within the

student body those qualities such as concern, participa-

tion, accomplishment pride and leadership that are a

part of the Georgian spirit

The Governor Generofs Medal

Awarded to the graduating student who has achieved

the highest academic standing

The Chairman's Award
Presented by the Chairman of the Board, ta the boy in

the Senior- Class who excels in integrity, dependability

resourcefulness and initiative

The J.L Wright Medal

Awarded to the graduating student w/xj best exempli-

fies the motto 'Manners Maketh Men". The award was

donated in 1978 in tribute to our founding headmaster

Jad Wright
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T-Bu Grieve Grade 12 Art A

Computer Scie

Grade 12 Computer Science Aword Ureland (

ACES Senior Engineering Award 1 Andrew Bollerfi

Most Improved Acfor Award

Best Supporting Actor Award

Best Actor Award

Richard Holdsworth Torrogon Theatre

Fellowship

English

John Kerr Grode 12 English Award
!

[
-Mark Kryshtalskyi

Senior Writing Award I'Motthew Hodder &

|rJames Reble

Arthur Pegler Cup ^Robbie Bornett-Kemper

John R Latimer Public Speaking Award ^Robbie Bornett-Kemper

Conadion and World Studies ;

I
Geomotic'3

,
AAox Ingrom

Canadian 8. World Issues [.Charles Loiley & David Luder

Canadian History j|Alex Naime

]2 World History
f
Julian Caldwell

Classicol Civilizations ['Chos Beatty

Mathematics '

Advanced Functions Award t Wilson Woti

Calculus & Vectors Award Urelond Comery

t

AP Calculus Award Haipal Singh

}o& Armitoge Senior Mothemotics Award LJoipal Sngh

Senior Choral Award

Senior Instrumentol Aword

Physical & Health Education

Exercise Science Award

^g;^^
SciencemBiology Award

Chemistry Aword Eijiesi IcAovlev

Peter Corley '76 Physics Award |Kciovlev

Wheeler Cup ^ft^^

Community Service Awards

St Alban's Community Service Bursary

Bruce M Hicks Aword

, Community Volunteer

Award

Dike of Edinburgh's Awards

Slver Pin

Gold Pin

Singh & Charles Lailey

i Livesley-James

Acolyte Award



Grad Celebrations
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Head Prefect's

Graduation

Address
Good evening Mr Oleary, Faculty, Parents, Guests and Fellow Graduates,

Respect, responsibility, and voice, the Georgian Code. These words are not

simply repeated year after year to prove the need for those nice plaques

you see in the hallways, they ore truly part of every Georgian sitting here

today. The four years I have spent at this school has brought me to the point

where I stand before you now and relay the distinct reason I came here It

has been a journey I will never forget. I didn't come here to play on a soc-

cer field, run on a track, or even skate in a rink, I came here because I knew

that the sense of community within these walls is one of a kind and can't be

found anywhere else, RSGC takes pride in its ability to be small yet big at

the some time - a small footprint, but a big impact in all our lives.

We may have fewer students than most schools but every boy here today

is here for an important reason, RSGC is the only place where you can

become a true Georgian, A place where incredibly dedicated teachers

and staff are the driving force behind the students. A place where It's easy

to think big, think creatively, think originally and far from being criticized for

it, we are rewarded. This Is Georgian. This scfiool is a player on the world

stage: we have championship winning teams and students that travel ail over

the world to show what being a Georgian is all about. Using our Voice,

Responsibly and Respectfully here means something profound: it means you

are part of a team, a team that celebrates individuality I take pride in the

fact that I was port of this amazing place. This school has provided me with

unimaginable opportunities, we owe a lot to this school and to our parents.

RSGC is not like any other school and our parents sacrificed a lot to keep

us here, without their reassurance and support we would all be lost

I con honestly say that this school has changed me as a person and pointed

me in the right direction. It is hard to speak on behalf of so many boys when
this school means something different to all of us. I can only comment on my
own experiences and hope I draw upon some similarities. Coming to this

school I wasn't really anybody special but after being here four years. I

realize RSGC makes every student feel appreciated. Right from the get go

at Ahmek I felt like it was ok to be who I wanted to be. I made friendships

that over the years have only gotten stronger and inevitably brought me to

where I am today. I still look back and wonder why people voted for me

during the elections last year. I know it couldn't have been my charm, good-

looks, or strong academics because I don't meet any of those requirements.

When I think back I realize It must have been the support I hod from my

peers and the people surrounding me. At this school you never need to turn

around because someone has always got your back

Lifelong friendships and an incredible sense of togetherness and community

keep the spirit of this school strong and powerful. The boys graduating

today are the future teachers, engineers, CEO's, scientists, and politicians.

Although It is hard to soy what each of us will become, I hove faith success

will follow. As students of this school we have been taught many things, most

of which we will never forget because It is those teachings that helped us

become the men we are today. Through tfie ups and downs, the good and

the bad, we can oil safely say that being here. In this school. In this chapel is

what made it worth it in the end. Within these walls we learned the power

and importance of being respectful. We learned how to see through the

weaknesses of those around us and embrace their strengths. As Georgians

we hove the responsibility to give bock as much if not more than what we

have taken and to do it with a strong voice I'm confident that this is not a

hard task for a Georgian,

There are many things about this school that we will never forget. Take a

look around, the maprlty of the last couple years of your life have been

spent with the guys to your left and right. Next year means big changes

for all of us. There Is no one to make us do our homework, study for exams,

or even do our laundry. These post few years have been what will make

the next stage possible There is something unique about this school, It

has the ability to take ordinary things and make them extraordinary. This

school has given us all the confidence and preparation we could possibly

need for the future. To my brothers here with me today, I hope this Isn't

"goodbye forever" because I love all of you and will never forget the

friendships I hove mode here. We leave today's chapel one last time

together knowing that whatever comes ahead, we can handle It, I am

truly proud of all the men graduating with me tonight and It has been a

pleasure and a great honour representing the class of 2010

Congratulations boys, and to borrow from Mr Hannoford "goodbye,

good luck and god bless,"

-Jeff McCain
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A Note on the Tlieme

The 2009-2010 Georgian makes reference to the Toronto Transit

Commission's styles and fonts. The cover, the table of contents and the

section dividers ore designed to approximate the subv\/ay map.

American Typewriter, a font reminiscent of the "Ride the Rocket" font, is

used throughout the book for individual page headlines. A font called

"Toronto Subway" is used on the section divider pages and elsewhere.

One thing that makes RSGC special is its urban location. Port of the

school's agenda, as set forth in recent planning documents, is to make

RSGC reflect and take advantage of it urban setting - to harness urban

creativity and reflect urban concerns for sustainability and social progress.

In its small way this yearbook hopefully reflects these concerns.

RSGC
Royal St. George's College
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The End of the Line

"E quindi uscimmo a riveder le stelle"

Friesens
Ttie YeartDook Company
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